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China's challenge

Reports regarding unleashing of spies in India by China for hunting

out/gathering the vital and accurate intelligence about the strategic military

positions of Indian army including air force and navy needs the immediate

attention.. This is certainly aimed at getting the fair assessment of cumulative

combat power of Indian armed forces. This highly damaging move is in

transgression of all diplomatic norms and principles and needs to be

meticulously tested on the touch stone of friendly neighbourhood. Adding

fuel to the fire they have indulged into repeating the event of refusing visa

to a senior air force officer posted in Arunachal Pradesh for attending a

defense conference in their country.

China is known for her explicit expansionist designs. They maneuvered

virtually unarmed and sleeping India into a deadly war at the high mountains

in 1962. This was a planned move after assessing the military strength and

combatant capabilities of the Indian army under the garb of their commitment

to the principles of Panchsheel propounded by then Prime Minister, Jawahar

Lal Nehru. They succeeded and achieved the coveted target of annexing a

good measure of Indian land by transcending the set boundaries through

the military action. Till date we have not been able to bring them round by

way of negotiations and they continue to keep our land under illegal control

in violation of all norms of international law.

It is also observed that Chinese ruling elite has been releasing their

maps in the international media depicting Arunachal Pradesh and other

Indian territories adjoining the borders as part of China to our utter dismay

and surprise. The present army chief had made a revelation in the recent

past that China was a potential threat to India far greater than Pakistan

or any other country. They are always engaged in modernizing their army

with latest equipments and weaponry. China has a huge population even

more than ours and they are pursuing a system with tight controls, check and

balance wherein exemplary punishment is meted out for any kind of crime or

disloyalty against nation in a record time. They are making best use of their

youth harnessing their talent at the primary level as per their aptitude and

dormant energy. Their training system is fool proof. Nation is first everywhere

and every time in practical terms. We therefore need to emulate China in

certain matters and prepare ourselves for any Chinese calculated misadventure

taking advantage of our loose democratic system beset with favoritism,

corruption, moral turpitude, cheap caste and vote politics.

– P.C. Sharma, Jammu

Team Anna has been blown

away temporarily but the issues

it raised exist and will continue

to wound the political fraternity.

Arun Nehru
Former Union Minister

Simplicity cannot be taught. It

is inborn.

Amitabh Bacchan
Noted BollywoodActor

Congress leaders of Bengal are

like “watermelons”, green on the

outside and red inside.

Mamata Banerjee
Chief Minister, West Bengal

Tribals across the country are

caught between the power of the

state and the gun of the Maoists.

Jairam Ramesh
Union Rural Development Minister

For us India is first of all a cul-

ture. Then it is for us the great-

est democracy on Earth.

Shimon Peres
President of Israel
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Disempowering Curbs
"It is unfortunately none too well understood that, just as the State has no money of its

own, so it has no power of its own."

— (Albert J. Nock)

Justice, accountability, transparency, empowerment, responsibility and genuine desire to transform

the system for better, was by and large the driving force behind the unprecedented mass movements,

across the globe that made the year 2011 a memorable year. These events were significant in terms of

national impact, and can be recognized as representative of victory for the mass movement in general.

It was the year when common people in almost every part of the world came out in street to fight for

his/her rights. Even in Conservative Arab societies decade's old suppressed grievances against the heavy-

handed rulers found an abrupt outlet that led to ouster of regimes in several parts. USA and Europe too

did not remain untouched. In their own way people in these parts of the world also roused against their

system of governance. In India we too will remember the last year for massive protests and huge mass

movement against corruption and Black money stashed away by corrupt politician-Bureaucrat-criminal

alliance. In our case it was significant in more than one way. The lost faith in non-violent struggle was

restored and youth who till now remained aloof from the happenings around found a reason to get

involved. They actually participated enthusiastically on a large scale in these protests. It was not just

giving vent to the anger and frustration as is being attempted to recite by vested section of opinion

makers. The events demonstrated in absolute clear terms that there is a genuine desire for a change.

Accumulated anger against corrupt, inefficient and obscure & murky system of governance is no longer

acceptable to increasingly conscious citizens of the country. Social media, internet, mobile phone and

similar other alternate channels of communication and expression empowered the common man in the

street. Government control was no longer in a position to muzzle the flow of news. Information got

generated, disseminated and diverted towards the target audience in an organized manner on a large

scale. Administrative measures like threats, curbs, interventions, disruptions, manipulations and throttling

was not simply possible. The government did try these dirty tricks but all those attempts proved futile

and in fact added further to the resentment. Finding itself pushed to the corner on every front the UPA

regime has come out with a proposal to put curbs on this alternative channel of communication.

Government has urged 21 companies, including technology behemoths Facebook and Google, to censor

what it says objectionable material hosted on their respective services. It is clearly seen as a threat to

freedom of expression. Even the Right to Information that empowered the common citizen is becoming

the target of ruling establishment.

The constitution of India prepared by leading personalities of our freedom struggle with lot of

effort, hard work and vision in its preamble declares that "to secure to all its citizens: JUSTICE, social,

economic and political; EQUALITY of status and of opportunity as its goals. Again in the Directive

Principles of State Policy it reaffirms the commitment of the State to secure a social order for the

promotion of welfare of the people and shall strive to 1. Promote the welfare of the people by securing

and protecting as effectively as it may a social order in which justice, social, economic and political,

shall inform all the institutions of the national life and 2. Minimize the inequalities in income, and Endeavour

to eliminate inequalities in status, facilities and opportunities, not only amongst individuals but also amongst

groups of people residing in different areas or engaged in different vocations. The year 2011 saw people

raising questions about the claimed efforts by the government to perform its constitutional duty. But

alas! After more than six decades of political freedom this continues to be a distant dream. The move

by the Indian government to censor social media is a threat to freedom of expression and it denies

people the right to ask questions. Such a regressive measure shall be resisted at all costs.
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In the current century, we all are

going to witness a kind of rev-

olutionary change in all spheres of

our living. During the past two hun-

dred and odd years, we have wit-

nessed two types of social and eco-

nomic systems. Marxism was in-

vented as a substitute to exploit-

ative capitalism. It could not sur-

vive for more than seventy years.

Capitalist society is on the verge of

collapse in very near future. Ordi-

nary people across the world are

now better educated and exposed

to whatever is happening in the

world on a minute to minute basis

by using social network. The new

generations would have different

kind of thinking and expectation

as they have witnessed all kinds of

COCOCOCOCOVER STVER STVER STVER STVER STORORORORORYYYYY

Occupy everything !

We are presently going through the anarchic phase arising out of capitalist model of

economic development. We need to intentionally demolish the present model and

simultaneously start working on the new economic model for a new civilizational

change, understands D G Bokare

nonsensical behaviour of the polit-

ical and social leaders as well as econ-

omists as regards democracy and

political systems across the world.

Today we are experiencing

financial capitalism. It is taken over

by large corporations. These cor-

porations have hijacked our de-

mocracy and political systems.

Hence it is termed as corporatcra-

cy. The Supreme Court of  the USA

has officially confirmed by 5-4

majority in January 2010 this status

of corporations’ right in selecting

political bigwigs by using financial

strengths. More and more people

are awakening to this stark reality

and questioning themselves about

their future. This is the reason why

more occupy-type movements are

speedily spreading across the globe.

India is also presently witnessing

such uprising in the form of  anti-

corruption and anti-black money.

OWS does not have specific
demands

Abraham Lincoln said that
banking institutions were more
dangerous to their liberties than
standing armies. Already they have
raised up a money aristocracy that
has set the government at defiance.
The (currency) issuing power
should be taken from banks and
restored to the people to whom it

properly belongs. The Occupy Wall
Street (OWS) and other movements
are taking a clue from this Lincoln’s
guidance by demanding laws to be
made by people and not by cor-
rupt politicians. The OWS move-
ment has no top leaderships to lead
and there are no specific demands
at the moment. If  OWS had put
their demands, the movement
would have become limited to
those demands only. If  those de-
mands were not met, the movement

would have been seen as failed.

They also say that demand for
demands is an attempt to shoehorn
in OWS gathering into convention-
al politics, to force the energy of

these gatherings into a form that
people in power recognize, so that

they can roll out strategies to di-
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vert, co-opt, buy off, or, if those

tactics fail, squash any challenge to

business as usual. They say, “rather

than listing demands, we critics of

concentrated wealth and power in

the USA can dig in and deepen our

analysis of the systems that pro-

duce that unjust distribution of

wealth and power. This is a time

for action, but there also is a need

for analysis…The problem is not

the specific people, or those in gov-

ernment who control most of the

wealth of the country or those in

government who serve them, but

the systems that create those roles.

In contrast, Indian move-

ments are thus vulnerable for such

failure. Additional reason for this

can be stated as said by occupiers

of  Wall Street: All the grievances

are connected. No specific de-

mand can be solved by itself since

all our demands are interconnect-

ed. Hence, the demand is for total

change of present economic, so-

cial and political change. This can

be compared with that of Jay-

prakash Narayan’s Total Revolu-

tion. However, they will ultimately

condense their demands into (1)

end corporate personhood, and (2)

end military adventurism. Ordinary

citizens have no longer been able

to effect the change through the

ballot box  As rightly echoed the

voice of  the rich, Warren Buffet

has arrogance to say: “There has

been class warfare…It is just that

my class is winning. And my class

is not just winning; I mean we are

killing them (99%)” The occupiers

also say: “Organized repression (by

government) can only be defeated

by organized resistance”.

One occupier says: We had

enough of  world of  lies. “We have

had enough of a world where

money rules the political systems.

We have had enough of  a world
torn by war and globalism.” OWS
has now become a global brand.

 The confidence of  OWS oc-
cupiers is very high. It is activist-
class struggle, pitting organized
people against the entrenched pow-
er. Nothing short of  changing
America is needed. One occupier
says, “We come to you at a time
when corporations, which place
profit over people, self-interest
over justice and oppression over
equality, run our government.” In
this context, Mahatma Gandhi’s
message is often quoted: First they
ignore you. Then they ridicule you.

They then fight you. Then you win.

Frustration, disappointment….

These movements have
evolved due to huge frustration,
disappointment and loss of direc-
tion in personal and social lives.
This feeling has been strengthened
by increasing unemployment, los-
ing own homes, poverty even in
developed nations, state funding
bailouts of large banks and cor-
porations instead of helping peo-
ple at large. It is this reason why
the occupiers have termed the
movement of 99% against 1% of

the society. This has also been en-

couraged by quick results of up-

rising in Arabian countries.

The movement is fundamen-

tally against the corporatism. The

occupiers have reasons behind this

dislike: There is no place for cor-

porations in the Constitution as

they are not persons as defined in
“We the People”. They possess

more powers than naturalized per-

sons. They (corporations and peo-

ple becoming rich while working

with corporations) are just 1% and

others are a strong number of

99%. Someone has rightly said that

human beings are people; corpo-

rations are legal fictions.  Democ-

racy has been hijacked by corpo-

rations and now handling the

world affairs. All social and eco-

nomic ills are the products of cor-

poratism. Since capitalism heavily

and exclusively depends on corpo-

rate structure, the movement also

targets the capitalism. OWS-like

movements across the world have

taken clues from the Egyptian suc-

cess achieved by the people assem-

bled at Tahrir square. The uprising

in Arabia belt has shown many

positive revolutionary results. Left

parties have found a cause to stay

in limelight by supporting OWS.
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However, in the case of Arabian

uprising, the problems remains as

to which system they would be

embracing after some time. They

have no clues or economic theo-

ries developed in a democratic set

ups. Without any economic theo-

ries as a base, the life of the change

won’t be long-term in any case.

This is equally applies to Indian

movements also. Merely arresting

corruption or solving money laun-

derings abroad won’t take them

further in the revolution.

The occupiers have been say-

ing that they want to replace a sys-

tem based on selfishness and ma-

terialism with a society based on

caring for each other and caring

for the planet. They further say,

“We want a new bottom line so

that institutions, corporations, gov-

ernment policies and even person-

al behaviour is judged rational and

productive or efficient not only by

how much money or power get

generated but also by how much

love and kindness, generosity and

caring environmental and ethical

behaviour; and how much we are

able to respond to the universe

with awe, wonder and radical

amazement the grandeur and mys-

tery of  all Being.

All these movements have

achieved the first objective of start-

ing a discussion about the elephant

in the room. Once an idea has been

brought into existence, good or

bad, it can live there forever. These

movements, especially OWS, are

truly organic in nature. However,

lack of leadership and absence of

well defined agenda have made

them vulnerable for getting hi-

jacked by politicians industrialists

and upcoming experts in econom-

ics and politics In my opinion, the

change is inevitable. It is now a

question of kind of change, total

change (alternative to capitalism) or

partial change (merely bringing in

some temporary relief but allow-

ing vulnerability to get hijacked).

It is interesting to note that

Vatican authorities have cited the

need of fundamental and ethical

principles to be followed in any

market place. This is supported by

OWS organizers as they too are

demanding a change in economic

and monetary policies across the

world. OWS movement is an anti-

colonial movement at its core. The

occupiers want their country to

throw off colonization of corpo-

rations and their operatives in gov-

ernments as earlier taken place in

the USA, India, Asia Africa, Latin

America, France and Spain. As

such, like what happened to Baba

Ramdev’s movement against black

money, the movement would be

crushed by colonizers who fear

being ejected from power.

The OWS occupiers have giv-

en a slogan: “We are daring to

imagine a new socio-political and

economic alternative that offers

greater possibility of  equality.” This

kind of fear is clearly seen in the

statement of  Norway’s Prime Min-

ister. He says, “I am concerned

Europe’s current debt crisis could

unleash social unrest unless a solu-

tion is found. This could create

social unrest not seen since the

1930s. If  no solution is found, we

shall be witnessing TV pictures like

those from Athens – and – Lon-

don riots more often.”

Vertical vs. horizontal growth of
movement

Indian movements of civil

society believe in taking an issue
and escalate that to the vertically
high with a wish to solve the prob-
lems quickly. Vertical growth has a
chance to fail after the initial eu-
phoria. Many followers lose their
stamina, energy, and develop frus-
tration due to delays in getting
quick dividends. In case of  OWS,

it is just opposite. The occupiers
very strongly believe that the move-
ment, with its horizontal democ-
racy, is the solution for centraliza-
tion of  economic powers. An oc-
cupier says that it is probably go-

ing to take a revolutionary level of
change to make the shift from top-
down, centralized leadership to
bottom-up, horizontal, get us out
of this mess we are presently in.

Gar Alperovitz says in New
York Times that we may be in the

midst of a profound transition
towards an economy characterized
by more democratic structure of
ownership, self-employed, workers’
co-operatives and partnerships. He
further says that the USA may be

heading towards something very
different from both corporate-
dominated capitalism and from tra-
ditional socialism. He says: “I think

we are seeing a change in attitude,

both increasing doubts about what

is now going on in the economy

deep doubts, very deep doubts”.

The “occupy” philosophy and

slogan is not restricted only for Wall

Street or Main Street. The move-

ment is trying to expand its scope

beyond these streets and against

only rich people (1%). They are

looking, rightly so, beyond these

streets and want to go down deep-

l l l

l l l

The “occupy”

philosophy and

slogan is not restricted

only to Wall Street or

Main Street.
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er in the fields responsi-

ble for bringing this kind

of chaotic, exploitative,

destructive  and aimless

industrial civilization.

Occupy is a major

disruption in the way we

look at the things of

movements’ styles and

strengths. There is a need

to think seriously about

bringing clarity and visi-

bility to the issues of eco-

nomic democracy, justice

required in the present

civilization not of India

but also of the entire world. These

are not being addressed by the In-

dian movements. We hardly find any

economist in the Indian movements,

the lack of which would put the

entire movements in jeopardy.

I find from their many slo-

gans and thoughts expressed at

their General Meeting that OWS is

futuristic and definitely not think-

ing about the present. It also does

not think about demanding or

working only for some small

changes in the present systems. It

is working, in fact, for a total

change in the socio-political-eco-

nomic aspects of civilization. How-

ever, its major weakness is that it

does not come forward with the

proposals for alternative econom-

ic and social systems. The OWS

movement thus becomes aimless

struggle. This is natural because the

economists from the West have

never succeeded in finding an al-

ternative to the existing capitalist

model of development as they are

constantly under obligations of

capitalists to defend the same sys-

tem they have been working with.

It is also observed that the present

financial crisis in the countries like

Greece, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Ire-

land, etc. the voters have not turned

en masse towards communist, an-

archist or neo-fascist parties. They

are, however, aware the dangers of

both these options. Hence, there is

a need of the third option, which

they do not have. Here the Indian

movements should have taken a

lead since there is a scientifically de-

veloped option in the form of

Hindi Economics or Gandhian

economics which are readily avail-

able to them.

In the context of Indian cri-

ses affecting the common people

to suffer for over sixty years, ma-

jor occupying area required is the

President’s office. Today, the Pres-

ident’s office is working without

any authority and accountability at

a huge cost to taxpayers. No one

is even debating this issue which is

very important to solve the major

problems like corruption and black

money economy. Instead of  pres-

suring for a super-cop Lokpal, the

occupiers should have insisted for

empowering the President to work

as ombudsman or Lokpal to be-

come a supreme authority to pun-

ish when required the citizens, peo-

ples’ representative, judiciary, me-

dia and the military establishments.

COCOCOCOCOVER STVER STVER STVER STVER STORORORORORYYYYY

The President as well as

the prime minister must

be directly elected by

people and not nomi-

nated by ruling party

with or without any

consensus with opposi-

tion parties. This change

should solve some of

the major demands of

the occupiers.

Another demand

in the West is for “oc-

cupying economics de-

partments” as Steven

Keen, Prof. of Eco-

nomics of  University of  Western

Sydney, author of  Debunking

Economics puts it: You cannot get

into so disastrous situation as we

are in now without extraordinarily

bad thinking and the economics

departments were the source of

that bad thinking. Students of  Har-

vard University walked out from

class room by expressing in a let-

ter saying, “The course espouses a

specific – and limited - view of

economics that we believe perpet-

uates problematic and insufficient

systems of economic inequality in

our society today.

There is a need of occupying

many other areas like Planning

Commission, Finance Ministry,

RBI, Ministry of Human Resources

and Education, Company Affairs

Department, etc for changing our

working conditions across the

country before we get into serious

catastrophic conditions in very near

future. We are presently going

through the anarchic phase arising

out of capitalist model of economic

development. We need to intention-

ally demolish the present model and

simultaneously start working on the

new economic model for a new

civilizational change. qq
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India is on top of the world

again. The latest World Bank Re-

port on Global Remittances and

Migration states that India has re-

ceived again the largest amount of

N.R.I. remittances among all the

countries of the world. During the

year 2011 Indian workers abroad

have sent home a record breaking

58 billion dollars, which at the cur-

rent exchange rate amounts to Rs

3,01,600 crore. In the year 2010

also India received the largest

amount of  N.R.I. remittances i.e.

$54 billion or Rs 2,80,800 crore.

Top Five Recipients of

Worker Remittances

(In $ Billions)

Country   2010 2011

India 54 58

China 53 57

Mexico 22 24

Philippines 21 23

France 16 16

In fact for the last 5 years con-

secutively India has been on top of

the world in worker remittances.

Year Indian Worker’s

Remittance (Billion $)

2006 28

2007 37

2008 50

2009 49

2010 54

2011 58

India is also the largest recip-

Indian workers abroad Send more money
back home – Why?

It is the strong family system and the love for and the sense of responsibility towards

family, that motivates the Indian workers abroad to send the huge amount of money

year after year, conveys Prof. B.M. Kumaraswamy

STUDSTUDSTUDSTUDSTUDYYYYY

ient of  Gulf  money. In 2010 India

received $30 billion or Rs 1,50,000

crores from the Gulf  countries.

We must understand that

N.R.I. remittances are different

from N.R.I. deposits. While N.R.I.

deposits are debts for the Govern-

ment, on which interest is to be paid,

N.R.I. remittances are non debt re-

ceipts. As such it is not burdensome

on the country. N.R.I. remittances

is one of the largest sources of for-

eign exchange for the country.

Why do N.R.I.s send?

Neither the World Bank nor

the R.B.I. which publish every year

reports of  huge N.R.I. remittanc-

es year after year, conveniently or

deliberately stop at that. They nev-

er bother to enquire as to why our

workers continue to send huge

amounts. I would like to answer

this question.

Family system does the Magic

The simple answer to the

above question is the Indian Fam-

ily System. India has a strong and

well knit family system. Our fami-

lies have multiple responsibilities to

carry out. They take care of the

aged parents, educate the children,

see that the daughters are properly

married off and they are well set-

tled, take care of the unemployed

and physically and mentally handi-

capped members, donate accord-

ing to their capacities to the prop-

er running of religious institutions

such as temples and mathas, where

as in the U.S.A. and other western

countries these responsibilities are

shouldered by their national gov-
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ernments. In India families bear

them. It is not only among Hin-

dus, but even among Muslims and

Christians. To discharge these so-

cial responsibilities, the families are

bound to save by voluntarily re-

stricting their consumption. Thus

saving is in our culture. Even to-

day India is one of the highest sav-

ing countries of  the world. We save

more than 30% of  our G.D.P.

The Lure of Gold

The strong saving habit of the
Indians is expressed in their strong
appetite for Gold. The World
Gold Council, a body of Gold
Producers has titled its latest Re-
port as ‘India – Heart of Gold’,
published in 2010. It points out
very interestingly that India is the
world’s largest importer of  Gold.
India has, as per the Report, 11%
of  world’s gold stock. It has over

18,000 tons of above ground gold

stocks. The World Gold Council

valued it at Rs 35,67,207 crores at

the then prevailing price. World

Gold Council reports that during

the period 2004-09 India import-
ed 4004.8 tons of gold. It amounts
to an average import of 667.5 tons
per year. In the year 2011 Indian
imports of gold amounted to
1000 tons. The Report also points
out that over the decade (2000-10)
the demand for gold increased at
the rate of 13% which exceeded
the G.D.P. growth rate of  6%.

It is this strong family system
and the love for and the sense of
responsibility towards family, that
motivates the Indian workers
abroad to send the huge amount
of  money year after year.

Look at the mess that the
family-less western countries have
fallen into, on account of  unrestrict-

ed consumption, negative saving

and reckless borrowing!

Wisdom lies in strengthening

our family system and thereby

strengthening our economy.

Family is neglected by Universities

However strangely enough

books on Indian Economics at the

U.G. as well as P.G. levels, never ac-

knowledge Families as strong eco-

nomic institutions, in generating huge

savings and making Indian Econo-

my to a great extent financially stable

and self reliant. The books on Indi-

an Economics, have totally neglect-

ed the contribution of the Indian

Family System. This is a great lapse

of our University education, espe-

cially in the faculties of Econom-

ics, Commerce & Management.

The earlier we correct this lapse and

give the family system its legitimate

recognition in the education system,

the better it is for the country as a

whole. Will the Universities hear?qq

(The author is the National Co-convener,  Swadeshi Jagaran Manch)
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Although Prime Minister Man-

mohan Singh termed malnu-

trition a national shame, it appears

as if only the legislators and the

parliamentarians are the ones who

are affected. A day after the Prime

Minister released a survey report

that stated 42 per cent children

below the age of 6 yrs are mal-

nourished; the Andhra Pradesh As-

sembly gave a hefty hike in salaries

and allowances, and provided

swanky SUVs to its legislators. The

salary of AP minister will increase

from Rs 70,000 to Rs 2 lakh, and

Only lip-sympathy for the malnourished

Seeing the timing of the report on Hunger and Malnutrition  & Prime Minister

Manmohan Singh expressing shock and disgust, terming malnutrition a ‘national

shame’ before the coming State Assembly elections in five States, the entire exercise

seems to be aimed at the electoral prospects, opines Dr. Devinder Sharma

the monthly allowance for MLAs

will rise from Rs 36,000 to Rs

90,000. Telengana MLAs are being

provided with swanky Toyota

SUVs.

This is coming at a time when

the Integrated Child Development

Scheme (ICDS) is struggling with

a terrible paucity of  funds. Min-

ister for Child Development Krish-

na Tirath has sought an increase

of Rs 2 lakh crore for the next

five years to augment the nation-

wide programme that helps pro-

vide supplementary nutrition to

children and their mothers.

While the poor and malnour-

ished are languishing, Delhi MLAs

were showered a few months back

with hefty pay hikes and addition-

al allowances. An MLA, who used

to get Rs 42,000 per month, now

gets anything between Rs 90,000

and Rs 1 lakh. Ministers are get-

ting a higher salary of Rs 1.2 to

1.3 lakh per month. On an aver-

age, the hike in basic salary result-

ed in a 100 per cent increase with

a slew of additional perks like

travel allowance, constituency al-

lowance and allowance for attend-

ing the session were also appre-

ciably enhanced.

Prior to Delhi, nine States in-

cluding Punjab, Haryana, Uttar

Pradesh and Karnataka had raised

the salaries and perks of their leg-

islators. Ironically, the State gov-

ernments too have time and again

expressed their inability to pro-

vide its own share of resources to

augment the supplementary health

programmes. While the State’s have

all the money for showering free-

bies for legislators, they have no

money, for example, for the an-

ganwadi workers. The anganwadi

workers get a maximum of Rs

1800 per month, and are expect-

ed to counsel and motivate the

expecting mothers. The anganwa-

COUNTER VIEWCOUNTER VIEWCOUNTER VIEWCOUNTER VIEWCOUNTER VIEW
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di helpers are paid still less. In

other words, the anganwadi work-

ers and the helpers are themselves

surviving ‘below the poverty line’. 

And now take a look at how

the country is trying to fight mal-

nutrition with meagre resources.

According to the ICDS website,

for supplementary nutrition the fi-

nancial norms were revised

recently. The cost of  supplemen-

tary nutrition (per day per bene-

ficiary) for different category of

beneficiaries vide the Ministry’s let-

ter No. F.No. 4-2/2008-CD.II dat-

ed 07.11.2008, are: Children (6-72

months): Rs 4 (up from Rs 2);

Severely malnourished children (6-

72 months): Rs 6 (up from Rs

2.70) and Pregnant women and

nursing mothers: Rs 5 (up from

Rs 2.30). No wonder, the Minis-

try has sought a four-fold hike in

the budget of  ICDS. All earlier

efforts of  the Ministry, and also

by various Plan panels, acknowl-

edging that the allocation for the

priority sector programme was

abysmally low had met with the

standard answer: no additional

funds are available.   

Only a miracle can remove

malnutrition in the allocated Rs 4

for a child and Rs 6 for a preg-

nant mother. The 2005-06 Na-

tional Family Health Survey III

had showed that half of all children

in India were under-nourished.

In September 2010, when an

international child rights organisa-

Food Waste Denounced as Almost 1 Billion
People Go Hungry

Food waste was denounced by farm ministers and policy

makers gathered in Berlin as almost 1 billion people in develop-

ing countries go hungry. Consumers in rich countries dispose of
220 million metric tons of food waste every year, equal to the

entire food output of sub-Saharan Africa, Jose Graziano da Sil-

va, the director general of the United Nations’ Food and Agricul-
ture Organization, told 64 agriculture ministers meeting in Berlin.

“We must change our way of thinking, we must have more

education, we must have discussion about best-before dates,”
German Agriculture Minister Ilse Aigner said. “Every food item

thrown away is wasted.”

One third of the food produced in the world every year is

lost or wasted, amounting to 1.3 billion metric tons, according

to Graziano da Silva. As many as 925 million people faced hun-
ger worldwide in 2010, based on the FAO’s most recent esti-

mate. The ministers meeting in Berlin said food should be treat-

ed “responsibly and carefully,” particularly to reduce waste, ac-
cording to a joint declaration by countries including Germany,

France, Japan and the U.K. on Jan. 21.

“In developed countries, the waste of food is really some-

thing that is a concern,” Graziano da Silva said. “Even today, we

produce enough food, despite that we have 1 billion people
undernourished.”

World food prices tracked by the FAO reached the highest

ever last February on surging grain prices, before slipping 11
percent through December. The FAO food-price index averaged

a record 228 points last year, 23 percent more than in 2010 and

above the 200 points recorded in 2008, when food riots erupt-
ed from Haiti to Egypt. The index began in 1990. Wheat and

corn climbed for a third consecutive day in Chicago today.

“We see our brothers and sisters in Africa suffering from

hunger, at the same time we see people in developed countries

having too much food and suffering from diseases such as obe-
sity,” Indonesia’s Agriculture Minister Suswono Asyraf said.

The abundance and ubiquity of food in developed econo-

mies means many consumers there take their meal for grant-
ed, without considering what goes into its production, said Da-

cian Ciolos, the European Union’s agriculture commissioner.

“It’s not because we have easy access to food that we can

waste it,” Ciolos said. “If we let these foods rot, we waste financial

resources, we waste natural resources and we also waste labor.”q

l l l

l l l

Only a miracle can

remove malnutrition

in the allocated Rs 4

for a child and Rs 6

for a pregnant mother.

tion Save the Children had come

up with a damning report, the

Indian Parliament had passed a

bill that raised the basic salary of

parliamentarians by three times,

from Rs 16,000 to Rs 50,000 and

at the same time raising their daily

allowances and pension. Ironical-

ly, the Save the Children report “A

fair Chance of Life” had stated:

“Of the 26 million children born

every year, approximately 1.83

Counter ViewCounter ViewCounter ViewCounter ViewCounter View
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paralysis’, the hungry and malnour-

ished continue to live on hope.

For a country which has the du-

bious distinction of having the

largest population of hungry – an

estimated 320 million – and ranks

below Sub-Saharan Africa in mal-

nutrition, there is little money when

it comes to addressing malnutri-

tion. Hunger and malnutrition are

closely correlated. Feeding the pop-

ulation is the first requisite to build-

ing up a healthy population. Sup-

plementary nutrition programme

like the Integrated Child Develop-

ment Scheme (ICDS) and angan-

wadis can only be effective when

adequate resources are made avail-

able. But where is the money? qq

million died before their fifth birth-

day”. Half of these children ac-

tually die within a month of being

born. Parliament did not even take

notice of the severity of the pre-

vailing health crisis. 

Therefore when I see Prime

Minister Manmohan Singh express

shock and disgust, terming mal-

nutrition a ‘national shame’ I am

not the bit surprised. Seeing the

timing of the report before the

coming State Assembly elections

in five States, the entire exercise

seems to be aimed at the electoral

prospects. Releasing a report on

Hunger and Malnutrition (HUN-

GaMA) in New Delhi recently, he

said:  “the problem of malnutri-

tion is a matter of national shame.

Despite impressive growth in our

GDP, the level of  under-nutrition

in the country is unacceptably

high.” This happen despite India’s

GDP continuously remaining on

a high.

While the entire policy plan-

ning, as we know, continues to

revolve around opening up for

more foreign direct investment,

acquiring agricultural land for the

industry and providing all kinds

of sops and tax-concessions to

the industry in the name of ‘policy

Social inequality, the real culprit in India’s
‘shameful’ malnutrition problem

It’s the grim statistic that just won’t budge: new child mal-
nutrition numbers are out for India, and there is no good news

to be had. The exhaustive door-to-door survey covered a fifth

of India’s children and found that 42.3 per cent of children un-
der the age of five are underweight for their age, 58.8 per cent

are stunted and 11.4 per cent are so severely underfed as to

be considered “wasted.”
These figures are significant in part because some Indian

nationalists reject the findings of international organizations that

have warned that the child malnutrition situation is not improv-
ing even as the economy has grown at nearly 10 per cent per

year over the last decade.

In fact, about as many Indian children are malnourished
now as were at the beginning of the economic liberalization

period two decades ago: the number has declined at best by

two or three per cent.
As the Globe reported in 2009, the reasons why India con-

tinues to have such high malnutrition rates have less to do with

levels of poverty than they do with persistent social inequality,
particularly between men and women.

The reason, according to research from the International

Food Policy Research Institute, that many much poorer African
nations nevertheless have better-nourished children than In-

dia does is that in those African states, women have much more

autonomy in terms of personal mobility, work and household
spending, and as a consequence, their children eat better. A

child under five is almost twice as likely to be underweight in

India as is a child in sub-Saharan Africa. q

Counter ViewCounter ViewCounter ViewCounter ViewCounter View
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The Government has certainly

made some progress in the al-

leviation of  poverty. Programs like

Employment Guarantee, subsi-

dized food grains to BPL families

and loan waiver for farmers have

provided relief to the poorest peo-

ple. But this is not helping estab-

lish peace in the countryside. Mao-

ist activities are increasing. The rea-

son may lie in the huge increase in

inequality. Businesses are earning

huge profits. Results of  top com-

panies indicate an increase in prof-

its of about 28 percent against in-

crease in sales of 2 percent. Such

huge increase in profits means that

businessmen are rolling in money.

They have the money to shop in

air-conditioned malls and travel in

private jets or cars costing more

than crore rupees. On the other

hand stagnant sales mean that peo-

ple do not have the purchasing

power to buy the goods. The

poor man living in the slum across

the boundary of the shopping

mall; or the poor villager who

travels to the city is perturbed by

this flamboyant display of wealth.

The youth are agitated. They are

being attracted towards egalitari-

an Maoist ideology.

Increase in inequality is noth-

ing new. It has been taking place

through the ages. It is necessary for

Managing inequality

Primitive accumulation leads to economic development along with increase in inequality.

The solution will not come through poverty alleviation programs run by the government

because these are predicated on high profits and low wages—which is the cause of

inequality, concludes Dr Bharat Jhunjhunwala

VIEW POINTVIEW POINTVIEW POINTVIEW POINTVIEW POINT

a country to deprive the common

man of consumption in its quest

for economic growth. This is

known as ‘primitive accumulation’

in economics. Imagine you are liv-

ing in a tribal community. Every

family has equal plot of land and

standard of living of all is almost

equal. Now there is a proposal to

establish a factory. Community

ownership of business has not

been successful. And no individual

in the tribal community has the

money to invest in this. Strict ob-

servance of  equality will never

make it possible for the commu-

nity to put up a factory and the

people will remain ever backward.

In such situation the chief finds

ways of imposing inequality on the

people. He asks them to undertake

free labour—begar—for the es-

tablishment of  the factory. Or he

persuades them to make war on

the neighbour and they enslave oth-

ers to provide free labour. The

chief establishes the factory and

becomes rich while the people be-

come poor because of the begar

that they have to perform. Never-

theless, the factory is established,

road is made and jeeps ply on it

and development takes place. Such

deprivation of the poor is called

primitive accumulation. This leads

to economic development along

with increase in inequality.

The countries that are classi-

fied as ‘developed’ today have in-

variably undertaken such primitive
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accumulation in the past. The poor

villagers of England were de-

prived of access to the village com-

mons in the nineteenth century.

They could not graze their livestock

and were reduced to abject pov-

erty. They fled to the cities and lived

in shantytowns. The supply of  la-

bour in the cities was huge hence

the wages were very low. The busi-

ness who put up the textile facto-

ries in the cities made huge profits.

Thus inequality increased along

with the rise of the British Empire.

Inequality increased at the in-

ternational level through the same

process. Britain forcibly exported

the natural resources of colonial

India at low prices. India became

poor while Britain became rich.

The United States practiced the

same policy in importing black

slaves from Africa. These slaves

provided the cheap labour that

made it possible for the Americans

to invest in industries and in clear-

ing of lands for cultivation in the

southern states.

This same increase in inequal-

ity is taking place in India today.

The price of agricultural commod-

ities is at historically low levels. The

temporary increase in price in the

last one year only very partially com-

pensates for the huge reduction in

the last 50 years. Village folk are

migrating to the cities in search of

better incomes. Inequality between

villages and cities is increasing. A

similar increase in inequality is tak-

ing place within the cities. The wag-

es of urban workers have increased

by, say, 20 percent but the incomes

of the politicians, bureaucrats and

businessmen have increased 20

times in the same period. This is the

true story of nine percent growth

rate that we have so gloriously at-

tained. I am not denigrating this

achievement which is indeed laud-

able. The point here is that it comes

along with a huge increase in ine-

quality which is a natural conse-

quence of economic growth.

Mainstream economists pro-

pound that it is necessary to attain

9 percent growth rate in order to

remove poverty. High growth will

enable the government to collect

more taxes and use the money for

running poverty alleviation

schemes such as Employment

Guarantee. This is correct as far as

poverty reduction is concerned.

But it fails on the touchstone of

inequality. This policy, in fact, is

based on acceptance of increase in

inequality. Big companies will be

given freedom to undertake pro-

duction with automatic machines.

This will push up the growth rate

to 9 percent. Few high-skilled

workers will be employed because

of  use of  automatic machines. This

tendency is seen clearly in the data

provided by Ministry of Finance

in the annual Economic Survey.

Employment in organized sec-

tors—both private and govern-

ment—has been stagnant in the last

decade. Increase in population

combined with reduction in em-

ployment in organized sectors will

push more people to earn their

livelihood by plying rickshaws and

other similar low-paid works in the

unorganized sectors. These poor

people will get subsidized food

grains under BPL card and their

poverty will be removed but they

will still remain at subsistence levels.

The high-skilled workers in

the organized sectors also will not

get much high wages because the

supply of skilled workers is in-

creasing. The wages, for example,

of the plowshare and the tractor

driver are nearly same today—at

about Rs 150-200 per day—even

though the tractor driver is much

highly skilled. This happens because

the supply of tractor drivers is

more. The tractor driver may pro-

duce ten times that of the ploughs-

hare but he gets barely 33 percent

higher wages. Wages are not de-

termined by the productivity of  la-

bour. They are determined mainly

by supply and demand in the la-

bour market. They remain low

because the supply of tractor driv-

ers is large. In the result, the wages

of workers remains low all around

while the profits of businessmen

increase manifold.

We face a difficult challenge.

We need to use automatic ma-

chines for producing goods at a

low cost to stand in the global

marketplace. This will lead to a

steep increase in inequality and de-

stabilize the society as seen in the

Maoist resurgence. The solution, in

my assessment, will come from

change in the culture of the rich.

The rich should lead simple life-

styles and make charity liberally.

Then their wealth will not irritate the

poor just as the bank balance of

the beggar does not irritate the pe-

destrian. Charity will put money in

the hands of the poor and raise their

standard of  living. The solution will

not come through poverty allevia-

tion programs run by the govern-

ment because these are predicated

on high profits and low wages—

which is the cause of  inequality. qq

Author’s address: bharatj@sancharnet.in

l l l

l l l

A huge increase in

inequality is a natural

consequence of

economic growth.

View PointView PointView PointView PointView Point
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When I was in college in the

seventies during every win-

ter the migratory birds in academia

used to come to India from Eu-

rope/USA during Dec/Jan and

impart wisdom to the lowly Indi-

ans. The white variety is the most

preferred but the Indians in phoren

institutions were also fine. The talk

used to be on “American Econom-

ic models”/“European Econom-

ic systems” and “Indian Econom-

ic problems”. India was sold to In-

dians as a problem. That is the ini-

tiation for me into termi-

nological terrorism. Next

came the most bizarre

identification of our abys-

mal economic growth of

the sixties and seventies as

“Hindu rate of growth”.

The Marxian economist

Raj Krishna is the origina-

tor of this spurious and

dangerous title since the

economic growth rate

during that period can bet-

ter be called “ Nehruvian

growth rate” since it was

the direct result of the policies of

Nehru and his advisors who want-

ed to usher in a “ Socialistic Pat-

tern of society”

But alas the name has stuck

to the extent some contemporary

experts comment that if PM does

Who will save us from Terminological Terror

Many times words repeatedly used begin to represent ideas and we tend to accept it

without questioning. It is always the West which has imposed words on us. We need to

have a commission to protect us from the terminological terrorism, pleads Professor

R. Vaidyanathan

OPINIONOPINIONOPINIONOPINIONOPINION

not act swiftly in allowing foreign

investments in our economy we

may lapse again in to the Hindu rate

of growth. Nobody seems to ask

whether the recent growth rates of

more than 8 percent are Christian

or Jewish growth rate? The Marx-

ists as is their wont wanted to spew

venom on everything connected to

Hindu civilization and culture and

found that this the easy way to

abuse the people and the faith in

one stroke and everybody jumped

into this without even thinking.

Then there is this categoriza-

tion called “organized” and “un-

organized” in our National income

Statistics and other economic liter-

ature. In the service sector for

whatever reason the experts in

Government consider corporate

form of  organizations as “orga-

nized”. There is an Udupi restau-

rant near my home that opens at 7

am and closes at 10 pm every day

throughout the year. He closes for

half a day in an year for Ganesh

Puja. He serves Idli and Dosa of

consistent quality throughout the

day.  Hold your breath—He is cat-

egorized as “unorganized” giving

an impression that he is disorga-

nized and needs to be bleached by

global practices! Government is

classified as “organized”—Can

there be a more irony than

this? Nearly 90 percent of

India is self-employed and

from that point of view

whole of India is “unor-

ganized”. This is the termi-

nological terrorism im-

posed by IMF and World

Bank on unsuspecting In-

dians.  In every TV debate

and seminar people pon-

tificate about ‘unorganized

sector’ and how to make

them “organized” without

realizing what they are talk-

ing about. So the arguments go that

we need Wal-Mart’s to organize

trade, we need McDonalds to or-

ganize restaurant business we need

Grey-hounds to organize transport

of human beings etc. Incidentally

our families are part of the “unor-
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ganized” sector as per the econom-

ic experts and I really do not know

what is the suggestion to make it

“organized” –May be by breaking

up of the family system as in the

west. As they say it –Give the dog

a bad name and then hang it from

the nearest lamp post.

Another of  this terminologi-

cal terrorism is about medicine /

yoga/education etc. It is assumed

that Allopathy is the only accept-

able form of  medication and so

other systems like Ayurveda are

called alternate medicines and we

swallow the idea hook line and

sinker and repeat the same ad-nau-

seum. We do not argue that our

medical tradition is the main

stream and others are alternate sys-

tems. Yoga is considered as alter-

nate form of  therapy to keep our-

selves fit.  The tragic part is that

we Indians have also internalized

this terminological terrorism and

use it without thinking about the

implications.

It is like the newspaper re-

ports mentioning that the “bird hits

the plane” when actually it is the

plane which hits the bird since the

sky is the original and natural hab-

itat of  the birds.

The family is a burden in the

Western system today and Children

are encumbrances or constraints.

Our mainstream media also uses

this terminology without thinking

about the implications.

 We are concerned since many

times words repeatedly used be-

gin to represent ideas and we tend

to accept it without questioning. It

is always the West which has im-

posed words on us. We need to

have a commission to protect us

from the terminological terrorism

or a conscious war against it by the

younger generation. qq

Mahyco Monsanto Biotech’s
Unsubstantiated Claims on Bollgard

A prominent advertisement by Mahyco-Monsanto Biotech Ltd titled

“Bollgard boosts the Indian cotton farmers’ income by over Rs. 31,500

crores” that appeared in Hindustan Times on August 30th 2011, was found

to be not substantiated in its claims by the Advertising Standards Council

of India (ASCI). ASCI found that the claims made in the advertisement

were not substantiated under the self regulation code I.1. of ASCI which

has been laid down ‘to ensure the truthfulness and honesty of representa-

tions and claims made by advertisements and to safeguard against mis-

leading advertisements’.

This advertisement was a part of the massive publicity campaign

initiated by MMB when numerous prominent advertisements appeared in

various national dailies in August 2011.

“This is a vindication of what we have been saying so far that claims

on Bt cotton are hyped up and not based on facts. We are glad that the

Advertising Standards Council of India’s Consumer Complaints Council

deliberated on the issues raised by a complaint on the matter at length

and arrived at this conclusion. I urge all those who are being misled by

such advertisements to re-look at all facts available and arrive at rational

and scientific conclusions on products like Bt cotton”, said Rachna Arora

of ‘Public Awareness on Genetically Modified Food’, a group working to

create informed debates on this matter.

Rachna Arora, in her complaint to ASCI dated the same date as the
date of the appearance of the advertisement (Aug 30th 2011), challenged
the claims made with regard to Bollgard technology by the advertisers, on
Reduced Insecticide Usage, on Increased Yields, on Increased Farmer
Incomes, on Inbuilt Plant Protection and on Increase of Income of Farmers
by Rs. 31500 crores and pointed out that these claims are either false or
unsubstantiated.

ASCI had forwarded the complaint to the advertiser for their com-
ments. ASCI’s Consumer Complaints Council then discussed the com-
plaint in a meeting held on November 22nd 2011 and the observations of
the CCC were also reviewed with the advertiser subsequently. After com-
pleting this process also, the CCC upheld the complaint of Rachna Arora
and concluded that the claims made in the advertisement and cited in the
complaint, were not substantiated.

The CCC of the ASCI upheld the complaint made by Rachna Arora
as the advertisement contravened Chapter I. 1. of the ASCI code which

states the following:

Advertisements must be truthful. All descriptions, claims and com-

parisons which relate to matters of objectively ascertainable fact should

be capable of substantiation. Advertisers and advertising agencies are

required to produce such substantiation as and when called upon to do so

by the Advertising Standards Council of India.

Monsanto was earlier fined 15000 Euros in France in January 2007

after being found guilty of false advertising with regard to its herbicide. In

May 2010, the Advertising Standards Authority of South Africa found the

claims made by Monsanto through an advertisement called, ‘Is Your Food

Safe? Biotechnology: The True Facts’ in a magazine to be unsubstantiated

and asked for the advertisement to be withdrawn immediately.

“This goes to show that this is a repeated feature in the claims made

on its products by Monsanto and its associates and companies like Mon-

santo are having to resort to spending their resources on such advertise-

ments even as the general public is awakening to the dangers of trans-

genic and other toxic products”, said Rachna. q

OpinionOpinionOpinionOpinionOpinion
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The New Year always comes

with expectations. But nobody

is sure whether 2012 would bring

in cheer or continue with the gloom

that has set over the past three

years. The global economic down-

trend has not yet touched its bot-

tom. Every day accelerates the

downward journey be it in Europe,

the United States or Asia. Even the

so-called engine of growth, Chi-

na, is on a reverse gear.

India is certainly not in a hap-

py scenario or position. Prices re-

main uncontrolled. The supposed

“record” fall in wholesale food

price index is undoubtedly decep-

tive. It sounds an alarm bell for the

potato and vegetable farmers, as

due to machinations by some large

corporate, the prices have crashed.

We have witnessed farmers in Pun-

jab dumping potatoes on the roads.

Notwithstanding the crash, the

prices are still above those of the

previous year and fail to give any

solace to the consumers.

Milk, meat, egg, pulses, wheat

and many other food items even

in the latest Wholesale Price Index

(WPI) have become at least 11 per

cent more expensive. This, howev-

er, may give some “relief ” to the

Government and the organised sec-

tor as it can cut down on dearness

allowance payment to the employ-

Economic Slowdown

Will New Year Bring Cheer?

The Government harps on reforms– euphemism for continuing the 1991 path of

corporatized growth. But in reality it has never thought of reforming the system, says

Shivaji Sarkar

ECONOMYECONOMYECONOMYECONOMYECONOMY

ees as overall WPI shows a fall.

The WPI is deceptive. Every

increase, howsoever small, even of

0.8% as indicated in the food index,

is over the high spurt of the last two

years. It only indicates that living in

India has become very expensive.

The comfort zone has hurt the mid-

dle class, which was supposed to

lead the growth. The slowdown in

industry, manufacturing & other sec-

tors speaks volumes in terms of  the

stress of  the middle class. It is find-

ing the going tough to remain on

the edge of the poverty line.

In simple terms, it is an indi-

cator of thaw in consumerism. The

adverse impacts are too obvious.

The top 100 companies have their

cash balances hit. It rebounds on

the Government as its advance tax

collection comes down. This apart,

indications are that the fiscal sce-

nario looms near a dark horizon.

Finance Minister Pranab Mukher-

jee has acknowledged he would not

be able to meet the deficit target of

4.6 per cent of the GDP this finan-

cial year. This is so, because he has

already breached his expenditure

target by Rs 55,000 crore, which

may be more in the coming months.

Indeed, not happy news. In

the next budget he has to make it
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up either by increasing taxes, which

are already at an unrealistically high

level or by cutting down the ex-

penditure. Both are prescriptions

for further slowdown.

The Government harps on

reforms – euphemism for continu-

ing the 1991 path of corporatized

growth. But in reality it has never

thought of  reforming the system.

The Direct Tax Code has emerged

as a sham and as complex as the

Income Tax Act 1961. It has not

moved an inch forward to either

reduce taxes or ensure simplifica-

tion of the procedures vital to put

the economy back on track.

Worse, it has burdened the

poor and middle class bank depos-

itors with large deductions at

source. The TDS on deposits has

in reality diverted large funds from

the banks to inflate the so-called

black money. It also has put stress

on the banking system as it has

gone into a severe deposit crunch.

Additionally, the yearning for

higher tax collection has landed the

Government itself in an unenviable

situation. There is no effort to cor-

rect it in the New Year though the

nation keenly awaits it. That may

be one of the first steps to cor-

recting the economic path. The

large fall in small savings depos-

its– over Rs 30,000 crore– is par-

tially owed to this factor & rest to

the high inflation. The small saving

goes into the Government’s kitty

and is considered a low-cost op-

tion to meet fiscal deficit. This has

further put pressure on the Gov-

ernment to increase its borrowing.

More so, as it has also frittered away

last year’s windfall gains from auc-

tion of the telecom spectrum.

Interestingly, the Government

has come up with a wonderful in-

novation! It has asked the PSUs to

buy stocks of other PSUs and an-

nounce hefty dividends in the wake

of a difficult equity market. In a

way, this is a way to show in the

Budget that it has got a large chunk

of Rs 40,000 crore it had proposed

to raise through disinvestment of

PSU stakes. While it can refurbish

the books, the economic woes

would continue to hit the country.

Estimate is that the Govern-

ment’s borrowings are bound to go

up further not only in this fiscal but

in the next one because of its com-

mitment on the proposed food se-

curity and universal health care en-

titlements. It is not that these are not

required but the fact is that it does

not have the capacity to fund the

enormous expenditures. Unfortu-

nately, well-intentioned schemes are

ill-timed. The risk is that their fail-

ures may add to the widespread

discontent and create further chaos.

Of late, the FDI trend only

shows that India is not the destina-

tion for global investors. Red tapism,

corruption and a falling rupee,

which many predict might breach

the Rs 60 to a dollar mark, are ma-

jor obstructions. The others being

investors have found interesting

destinations in Vietnam, Mexico,

Brazil, Indonesia and even China.

Sadly, the country has not

cared to correct its approach on

these scores, which it should have

done long back. The fallout may

be disastrous. The managers of

economy wish it away as all of this

may lead the country to a borrow-

ing trap again. Managers do not like

to call it a debt trap since most

Indian borrowings are yet not sub-

scribed by outsiders and thus it is

“internal”.

It is pertinent to note that

Greece too had its debt largely in-

ternal or funded by Germany, Ita-

ly, France, the UK or Spain sup-

posedly backed by a strong Euro.

However, now Italy, Spain and

even France are coming into the

same trap for fiscal profligacy.

Here too, the Government’s

profligacy in borrowings is lead-

ing to inflation and high cost of

bank credit making private invest-

ments expensive. This leads to fur-

ther spurt in prices and stymieing

of growth. India needs to debate

and decide the right path. If it does

not, it may lead the country to con-

tinuation of the crisis or even worse.

As a result, the cheer may remain

distant in the New Year.–INFA. qq

EconomyEconomyEconomyEconomyEconomy
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Companies Bill 2011 was pre-

sented in the Parliament dur-

ing the winter session. Apart from

other things, there are several new

provisions in the bill, which include

provisions with regard to corpo-

rate social responsibility, manda-

tory rotation of Auditors, inde-

pendent directors, one-man com-

pany etc. Of course, when a new

law is enacted, it is expected that

it will help solving the problems

with respect to the existing law. If

this bill becomes a law, it will re-

place the Indian Companies Act,

1956. It is being said that the new

legislation is being enacted in view

of expansion and development of

Indian economy. Initially a bill was

presented in the Lok Sabha in

August 2009, which was referred

to the Standing Committee of Par-

liament with the objective of in-

depth study and to invite sugges-

tions and amendments of the var-

ious stakeholders. After the Stand-

ing Committee submitted its re-

port in August 2010, the govern-

ment withdrew the earlier bill and

a new Company Bill was drafted

incorporating suggestions from

various stakeholders.

Indian Companies Act was

enacted by the Parliament in 1956,

for regulation, operation and con-

trol of  joint stock companies. Af-

New Companies Bill

More Generous to Foreigners

Foreign Institutional Investors own a significant proportion of shares of Indian

companies. If foreign companies purchase these shares, most of the Indian companies

may go into foreign hands. In this context the new Company Bill seems to be over

generous towards foreign investors, explains Dr. Ashwani Mahajan
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ter independence, this Act was en-
acted with an objective of con-
solidating and amending the exist-
ing laws, with respect to forma-
tion and regulation of  companies.
As per the need, this Act has been
amended from time to time. For
the first time, altogether a new
Companies Bill is proposed with
an objective to replace existing

Companies Act 1956.

Can The New Law Help Solving
the Woes of Small Investors?

If we take cognizance of the
problems of the public from the
existing laws, we find that several
new companies were created,
publishing, balance sheets and

other books of accounts in a

fraudulent manner. These com-

panies siphoned off more than

Rs. 16000 crores from the public

and vanished. But Department of

Company Affairs, Government

of India could not dare to take

any action against promoters of

such companies. However, there

are sufficient provisions against

fraudulent balance sheet and

books of accounts, such promot-

ers and managers have never been

subject to any major conviction

except small penalties. Infamous

Ranalingum Raju is also out on

bail after a short spell of 2 years

despite a fraud of more than 8000
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crores. Raju is said to

be close to the corri-

dors of  power.

Though some ‘employ-

ees’ of the auditing

company, Price Water

House Cooper were

sent behind the bars,

but the main culprit

company is still con-

tinuing with its business

in the country, despise

circumventing the law

of the land.

Generally, we

come across the cases

of  insider trading. Insider trading

means trading (buying and selling)

of shares by promoters and di-

rectors of the company). Insider

trading is illegal and causes heavy

loss to general investors. Despite

many cases have been brought to

the limelight by enlightened ex-

perts, but hardly have we found

any major conviction in such cas-

es except imposition of fines, that

too after a prolonged struggle.

We hardly find suo-moto action

by the government, its agencies

and regulators.

Exit Provision is Good

Though for most of the
problems of investors, new bill
fails to provide any solution, in-
troduction of exit provision seems
to be good for small investor. As
per this provision if promoters
holding majority shares in the com-
pany decide to go for merger with
or acquisition of other companies
and the minority shareholders are
not satisfied with this decision, they
will have the right to exit from the
company. Such minority share-
holders would be compensated
and their shares would be pur-
chased by the promoters at a price
as per the formula devised for this

purpose. For the first time in in-

dependent India’s history, investors

will not only have a right to object

to a proposal of  majority, but also

exit the company. Still there is a

problem is this provision. As per

the prevailing laws, a promoter

cannot hold more than 75 percent

of shares and in case of small in-

vestors deciding to exercise exit

provision, holding of a promoter

may exceed 75 percent, which will

be in circumvention of  the law.

In addition to these cases,

many cases of violation of Com-

pany Law have been brought to

lime light from time to time. It is

not that the existing Indian Com-

pany Law has no provision to deal

with these problems. The prob-

lem is not in the law, as there are

enough provisions within the

framework of  law. The problem

is actually that the gov-
ernment lacks will pow-

er to enforce the law.

More Generous to
Foreigners

A new provision
is being added with re-
gard to acquisition of
the companies in the
bill. As per the existing
laws, a foreign compa-
ny could purchase ma-
jority stake in an Indi-
an company but it can-

not merge the same

with itself. However,

this provision is now being

amended. If this bill becomes a

law, a company constituted un-

der a foreign law can acquire an

Indian company and merge the

same with itself and similarly an

Indian company can acquire a for-

eign company and merge the

same with itself. How many In-

dian companies would be able to

acquire foreign companies, only

the time will tell, however this

provision will definitely clear the

roadblocks in the way of acqui-

sition of Indian companies by

foreign companies. It is no secret

that presently Foreign Institution-

al Investors (FIIs) own a signifi-

cant proportion of shares of

Indian companies. If  foreign

companies purchase these shares

from FIIs, most of the Indian

companies may go into foreign

hands. It is in this context that new

Company Bill seems to be over

generous towards foreign inves-

tors. Though the bill says that rules

would be framed to regulate such

overseas acquisitions, but it is ex-

pected that in order to protect na-

tional interests, this provision is

properly debated in the Parliament

before this bill be legislated.  qq

l l l

l l l
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The main culprit

company is still

continuing with its

business in the

country.
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As my clients opened the regis-

tered post their worst night-

mare came true. It was a show-

cause notice issued by a govern-

ment department. It threatened to

take coercive action, including clo-

sure of business and arrest of di-

rectors and senior officials of the

company, if  reply was not provid-

ed to the ‘satisfaction’ of the gov-

ernment within the date mentioned

in the notice.

The matter was indeed seri-

ous. For the next fortnight or so

my client’s office was in a tizzy.

Naturally, nothing else mattered.

After all, it was a matter of life and

death for them.

No one talked about anything,

except planning, preparing and ac-

tually replying to the show-cause

notice. Lawyers were consulted

and opinion was sought from ex-

perts of  all hues.

As the matter related to a few

years back, old records were pulled

out from the record room, corre-

spondences traced and evidence

collected to explain the position.

That was not all. A war room

was set up. Strategy sessions were

held. Various ‘what if ’ scenarios

were examined. Plan B to plan Z

were put in place. The management

was alive to the developing situa-

tion. Naturally that meant it cost a

Government in ICU, economy in ICCU

Administrative paralysis is costing India dear. No one in the administration wants to

take any decision. The administration wants to take decisions through the courts. Then

why have a huge bureaucracy (at a huge cost) in the first place?, asks M.R. Venkatesh

ANANANANANALALALALALYYYYYSISSISSISSISSIS

fortune to my clients.

On top of it business had

come to a standstill. But who

cared? Money was spent like wa-

ter. ‘No budgetary constraints’, was

the common refrain. The manage-

ment was alive to the developing

situation.

D-day arrived earlier than an-

ticipated. We arrived in Delhi with

bag loads of evidence. Given my

experience in handling such issues,

I personally did not have much

hope. After all, in all such matters,

officers first decide and then issue

the show-cause notice.

Hearing, in such circumstanc-

es, is a farce. I know. My clients

knew. Everyone knows. Crucially,

the government knows too.

Initially, the officer who heard

us was stoic, tight-lipped and grim.

My heart sank. No chance, I

thought. With prayers on my lips,

I began presenting my client’s case.

A few minutes into the hearing the

officer smiled.

Relief enveloped us like a

warm blanket. Slowly but surely

within the next hour or so I was

able to convince the officer that le-

gally he had to withdraw the show-

cause notice issued to my clients.

Inexplicably, after my presen-

tation, the officer was looking dis-

tinctly uncomfortable. Unable to

maintain eye contact, his body lan-

guage suddenly turned negative. He
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was apologetic. And why not, I

thought, after all he had issued the

show-cause notice wrongly.

Or was he hinting at some-

thing simple that I could not fath-

om? Has the fight against corrup-

tion not yet reached the corridors

of power? Has it remained only

on the streets?

I was wrong on both counts.

“I agree with your arguments,” he

said. That was a big relief. But, he

immediately added, “I will not

record your presence today. You

will seek an adjournment and I will

grant it. Come in June and we will

settle the issue.”

“But why?” I asked. A fort-

night of intensive labour would go

down the drain. And who knows

what may happen in June. After all,

by then horses may fly!

The officer was not flustered.

“Sir,” he explained, “you do not un-

derstand. If I give you a favourable

order no one will believe it. Your

competitors will make use of the

RTI and make shrill allegations

against both of  us. And given the

state of  affairs in the country, no one

will believe within my department

that you deserved the same. Rather

it is lose-lose for both of  us.”

What is the way out, I remon-

strated. “Would suggest an alter-

native,” he said and added softly

“I will give you a soft but adverse

order. You can go to the courts

and I am sure would instantly get

justice. That way, both of  us are

safe.” With that, he concluded.

Having contributed our bit to

the Indian economy and growth

of  the GDP, we returned to Chen-

nai, perhaps to continue the battle

in summer.

Paralysis the way of life

Friends who deal with the

government departments are not

surprised by this experience of

mine. Administrative paralysis has

come to be recognised as a way of

life. Either, one gets no order or, in

the alternative, one gets a bad or-

der, and hence is forced to agitate

in appellant forums, mostly courts.

It is this administrative paral-

ysis that is costing India dear. No

one in the administration wants to

take any decision.

The administration wants to

take decisions through the courts.

Then why have a huge bureaucra-

cy (at a huge cost) in the first place?

Naturally when IIP numbers

and GDP figures were released

recently, it was not a shock to those

who had their ear to the ground.

Those who originally fanta-

sised about the Indian growth sto-

ry suddenly realise that it seems far

gloomier now. No wonder the

stock markets are nervous, the

Rupee is depreciating by the

minute, the fiscal position is pre-

carious, and inflation stubborn.

The government, meanwhile,

is clueless. A clueless government

dithers. A dithering government is

the worst enemy of  the economy.

And that is what is playing out in

India. At the core of the matter are

the issues relating to governance, the

lack of  decision-making ability.

Friends in apex chambers tell

me that on the one hand we have

power shortage that is crippling

the national economy.

If you thought this is on ac-

count of a mis-match between

demand and supply, think again.

They tell me that approximately

25,000 MW of  thermal power

plants are unable to be operated

on account of lack of coal.

And pray why is there a coal

shortage? Simple. No one wants

to take decisions in case of imports

of  coals. And when it comes to

domestic mining, the less said the

better! After all, over the years, coal

purchase has been a play field

Approximately

25,000 MW of

thermal power plants

are unable to be

operated on account

of lack of coal.
l l l

l l l
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marred by corruption. Naturally

every kilo of coal is suspected of

being tainted. And now the corrupt

fear of being hauled over the coals!

The revenge of the corrupt?

The issue is equally worse with-

in the revenue departments. Assess-

ing officers simply come up with

the specious logic that the assessee

has several layers of appeal to settle

his tax dispute with the government.

This means that most deci-

sions in the initial stage go against

the assessee, especially when com-

plex issues of law (remember tax

laws are always complex) are in-

volved. For years assessees used to

get over this reluctance of their as-

sessing officer by what is euphe-

mistically called ‘speed money’.

No. I am not talking of  corrup-

tion here. Speed money is simply

to make the officer agree that two-

plus-two is four. Else it could be

anything but four.

Now in the aftermath of  the

fight against corruption, no one

within the government wants to

take speed money. That means

even ordinary administrative deci-

sions don’t get taken.

In this overall atmosphere of

cynicism why take a decision and

get stuck. It is this administrative

paralysis that translates into the cri-

sis of  confidence of  business.

Remember, businesses that

are forced to depend on the deci-

sions of the government, are

struck. This in turn means that the

Indian growth story gets retarded.

And the solution offered by

the government is equally specious.

Instead of tackling this issue head

on, the government seeks to im-

port confidence by increasing FDI

limits in sector after sector.

To tackle inflation it wants to

have FDI in retail. To tackle the mess

in our civil aviation it wants to in-

crease FDI in that sector. Similar

efforts are on in case of pension

management as well as insurance.

And pink newspapers, analysts

and economists (who have rarely

visited a government office) con-

tinue to preach the government the

need for more reforms — read

FDI — to tackle the crisis of con-

fidence in the national economy.

They believe that such policy

measures, even if they do not re-

sult in forex flows, will improve

the overall investment climate in the

country.

In the process little do these

people realise that one cannot leg-

islate confidence or import confi-

dence by increasing FDI limits. And

even if it is done, why should peo-

ple from overseas invest in the In-

dian economy when Indians them-

selves are loath to invest in India?

The reason for the same is

psychological, not physical. One

wants to partner success, not fail-

ure: this is especially true of global

investors. Once Indian entrepre-

neurs invest and are successful, for-

eign investment will partner them.

If they fail, no foreigner will invest

in India.

It is a simple proposition.

You do not ally with a reluctant

man or a beggar in your business.

It is human psychology to associ-

ate with success. And unless suc-

cess is demonstrated in adequate

measure by domestic economy, by

domestic businessmen, FDI will

not flow. And even if  it flows it

will be minimal.

It is one lesson that the prime

minister, it appears, has failed to

understand. Perhaps, it is the one

subject in macroeconomics that

they failed to teach him in college.

No wonder, when governance

continues to be in ICU (intensive

care unit) and the economy in

ICCU (intensive cardiac care unit),

the prime minister is silent. ‘Out of

syllabus,’ I suppose. qq

Administrative

paralysis translates

into the crisis of

confidence of

business.
l l l

l l l
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The Government of India con-

tinues to harp on Inclusive

growth, but, during the 20 years

of globalisation has followed the

most Exclusive Growth Path in

which nearly 80 per cent of the

country’s population is excluded

from the Development story.

Swadeshi Jagaran Manch

(SJM), Thiruvananthapuram orga-

nized one Day National Seminar

on the Draft Approach Paper of

the Twelfth Five Year Plan of  the

Union Planning Commission, New

Delhi at Thiruvananthapuram on

21.01.2012. The full day intensive

and deep discussion was highly

appreciated by the experts, acade-

micians and all those who partici-

pated in the one day deliberations.

The expert panel was drawn from

Approach paper to 12th plan needs to be
rewritten with Swadeshi vision

the reputed institutions of various

parts of India. The distinguished

speakers who came to deliver their

thoughts are Dr.M.A. Oommen

(Renowned Economist & Chair-

man, Fourth State Finance Com-

mission, Kerala), Dr. G. Gopa Ku-

mar (UGC - Emeritus Fellow

(Former Professor and Head &

Dean) Dept. of  Political Science,

University of  Kerala), Dr. M. Kun-

haman (Professor, School of Ru-

ral Development, TISS, Osmana-

bad), Professor. B.M Kumara

Swamy (National Co-Convener,

Swadeshi Jagaran Manch), Dr. P.

Kanagasabapathi (Director,Tamil

Nadu Institute of  Urban Studies,

Coimbatore), M.R.Venkatesh.

(Noted Writer on Financial Mat-

ters and Chennai Based Chartered

Accountant), Dr.G.Karunakaran

Pillai, Former Member UGC and

Formerly Professor and Head,

Department of Economics, Uni-

versity of  Kerala, Dr. K.N.

Madhusoodanan Pillai (Former

Educational Consultant of

NAAC) R. Suresh Mohan (Reput-

ed Chartered Accountant), Adv.

K.V. Biju (Co-Convener, Swadeshi

Jagaran Manch, South India  ). For

hosting the National Seminar, SJM,

Thiruvananthapuram had formed

an Organizing Committee with the

Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor of the

University of  Kerala, Dr. A. Jay-

akrishnan and Padmasree Awadree

and noted Gandhian Sri. K.

Viswanathan Mithranikethan as

Chief  Patrons. The highly ac-

claimed and widely appraised Na-

tional Seminar organized by the

SJM, Thiruvananhtapuram was a

grant success. PG students, Re-

search scholars and University

teachers from Kerala and neighbor-

ing states of Karnataka and Kera-

la were participated.

SJM Thiruvananthapuram

organized the National Seminar

because unlike the earlier Five Year

Plans, the Twelfth Five Year Plan

has some contextual importance.

At present Indian economy is at a

cross road. Now we have com-

pleted   20 years of globalization

of Indian economy orchestrated

by the western multi-lateral lend-

ing agencies and imperial powers.

REPORTREPORTREPORTREPORTREPORT

Report by Dr. Priyesh

The Government of India continues to harp on Inclusive growth, but, during the 20 years of

globalisation has followed the most Exclusive Growth Path in which nearly 80 per cent of the

country’s population is excluded from the Development story
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Indian economy was direct-

ed to globalization path

without much discussion at

the national level just like we

were led to socialist path in

the 1950s.Our experiments

and experiences with social-

ist and free market econo-

my path have been quite

disappointing. Both these

efforts were made not

based on the interest of the

people or on the diversified fea-

tures and larger interest of its econ-

omy and polity.

The sub-themes of the Sem-

inar are

1. ‘Can Growth be Faster, More

Inclusive and Sustainable in the

Twelfth Plan?’,

2. Inadequacies and Pitfalls of the

Plan Proposals to Indian Agri-

culture,

3. ‘Dilemmas of Higher Educa-

tion and FDI.

While inaugurating the Semi-

nar, Professor B.M.Kumara Swa-

mi stated that 20 years are more

than sufficient to assess the impact

of globalization on Indian econo-

my and society. He was using the

same yard stick suggested by the

Hon’ble Prime Minister Dr. Man-

mohan Singh in his First Broadcast

to the Nation as Prime Minister on

24th June 2004 (U.P.A.First Gov-

ernment).  The PM had stated that

the success or failure of the Glo-

balisation Policy can be evaluated

with reference to our achievement

in the case of,

a. Employment Generation,

b. Eradication of  Poverty, (Hun-

ger & Homelessness),

c Improvement in the standard

of living of people,

d. Environmental sustainability of

Growth.

But India has miserably failed

in all the four parameters of

growth that the Prime Minister Dr.

Manmohan Singh has enunciated.

The Government of India contin-

ues to harp on Inclusive growth

where as India during the 20 years

of globalisation has followed the

most Exclusive Growth Path in

which nearly 80 per cent of the

country’s population is excluded

from the path of Development.

He stated that the approach paper

to the 12th plan follows the same

Exclusive Growth Model as the

earlier 4 Five Year Plans. It is busi-

ness as usual for the planning com-

mission. Professor Kumara Swamy

in his capacity as the National Co-

Convener of the Swadeshi Jagar-

an Manch (SJM) demanded the

scrapping of the approach paper

to 12th plan altogether and to re-

write it with a new vision of

Swadeshi. The 12th five year plan

must have the following priorities.

1. Employment Generation,

2. Poverty eradication through em-

ployment & not through doles,

3. Human Development centric

and not G.D.P. centric growth,

4. Agriculture, Rural Industries and

Rural Infrastructure,

5. Minimum Foreign Investment

and maximum Domestic In-

vestment,

6. Domestic Market but not Ex-

port centric Growth.

In the first technical ses-

sion Professor Dr. M. Kun-

haman from TISS, Osmana-

bad stated that the Prime Min-

ister ship has now undergone

many turns.From statesman

ships to bureaucratic ship and

to now it has become busi-

nessman ship. The 12th Plan

Approach paper is prepared

based on market centrality

approach. Market is for those

who have purchasing power and the

poor people have no role in it. He

was stating the silence of the op-

pressed is more dangerous that the

violence of  the oppressor. The 12th

Plan Approach Paper is the natural

outcome of the present political

structure clouded by corporatism.

This is inclusive in the sense that it

includes more and more corporates

(both Indian and more foreign) and

accelerates the growth rate of their

output. Capitalism has its inbuilt in-

trinsic nature of excluding the poor

and the downtrodden sections of

the people. The 12th Plan Approach

Paper is a corporate manifesto

which seeks the opportunity for

commoditization of anything and

everything including water, soil and

air. Professor Kunhaman reminded

the participants that the present Gov-

ernment is to give only some dole

to our poor people and not to make

radical changes in their socio-eco-

nomic conditions. By quoting Pro-

fessor Noam Chomsky, he said the

Plan Approach Paper encourages the

flow of national resources from the

needy to the greedy. The opportuni-

ty structure and power structure

have been remaining favourable to

the rich and ruling class for the all

the time. We should have efforts to

make changes in the present power

and opportunity structure. There

may be some individual inclusion
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but reality is group exclusion and

this has been there in the case of

poor, SCs and STs. The market ex-

cludes the poor. In the the same ses-

sion, M.R.Venkatesh from Chen-

nai was stating that the globaliza-

tion led to Islands of prosperity in

the midst of  ocean of  poverty. He

stated by quoting data on per cap-

ita foodgrain consumption that

India has been remaining below the

minimum subsistence diet for the

last 63 years.

In the second Technical Ses-

sion on Agriculture, Professor

Dr.P.Suresh Kumar (A Reputed

Author on Kerala Economy) and

K.V. Biju (Co-Convener, SJM,

South India) were the speakers.

They have mentioned that the draft

approach paper is to encourage

corporate farming as a way out for

solving the crisis in the agrarian sec-

tor. The farmers are being induced

to lease out their agricultural land

to big private corporate. The Gov-

ernment has been neglecting the

public sector investment in agricul-

ture and spending for agriculture

research has been on the declining

trend in the reform period. While

answering a question from one of

the participants Mr.K.V Biju stat-

ed that the Union Planning Com-

mission and the Government of

India have been going ahead even

in the Twelfth Five Year Plan with

defeated experiments all over the

world, even in the cradle of capi-

talism and in India also. The mod-

ern-western economic wisdom has

been facing serious challenges all

over the world. India’s experienc-

es with orthodox market econo-

my reforms led to mass suicides

of  farmers, large scale migration

of rural labour force to urban area

leaving agriculture, neglecting ag-

riculture and severe agrarian crisis,

and undue favouritism to corpo-

rates in the name of incentives, se-

vere fiscal restraints, reducing so-

cial and health expenditure etc. This

draft paper suggests intensive pri-

vatisation in the power sector.

In the third technical session

was titled “Dilemmas of Higher

Education and FDI”. The distin-

guished speakers were Dr.G.Gopa

Kumar (UGC - Emeritus Fellow

(Former Professor and Head &

Dean) Dept. of  Political Science,

University of  Kerala) and Dr. P.

Kanagasabapathi (Director,Tamil

Nadu Institute of  Urban Studies,

Coimbatore). The panelists share

the opinion that the Planning Com-

mission is looking for converting

education as a global enterprise.

They challenged the idea of con-

verting Indian higher education as

a global industry. The experts were

worried about the insignificant al-

location of resources for the high-

er education in India. Professor

Gopakumar questioned the inten-

tion of the Union Government to

re-examine the current “not-for-

profit” prescription in education

mainly in professional education. It

seems that for our planners and

policy makers, the higher education

sector is another area for doing

business. He stated that nothing has

been said to improve the quality of

state universities & 50 per cent va-

cant faculty positions in universities.

The valedictory address was

done by Professor Dr. M.A.

Oommen (Renowned Economist

and Chairman, Fourth State Fi-

nance Commission, Kerala). He

demanded to insert the term In-

clusive Development instead of

Inclusive Growth in the title of the

12th Plan Approach Paper. The

growth may not ensure the eradi-

cation of  poverty, illiteracy, depri-

vation, starvation death and unem-

ployment. This has been our expe-

rience all over the world. He ex-

plained very clearly and beautifully

the concepts of Inclusive Growth

and Inclusive Development.

There were very active inter-

action from the side of participants

which included officials from the

Kerala State Planning Board, Senior

Kerala Government officials, Uni-

versity Professors, media persons,

social activists, research scholars &

PG Students. Many of  them stated

that the opening of the higher edu-

cation sector for foreign direct in-

vestment is another suggestion that

has to be opposed. The third or

fourth rate universities finding it very

difficult to get sufficient number of

students in the western world and

are in serious crisis there, are pres-

surising the Govt. of India to get

permission for opening their degree

selling shops in India. This will pro-

duce nothing but a platoon of foot

soldiers of western capitalism. This

has no benefit to our economy &

serious priority issues. There is no

policy suggestion or strategy has

been proposed to overcome the

forthcoming economic down turn

in the Indian Economy. It is pro-

inflationary & the targets are be-

yond the capacity of the present

state of  Indian economy.

This National Seminar made

SJM very close to the academic

community of the capital city of

Kerala. The valiant organizing skill

of the District Committee of the

SJM, Thiruvananthapuram led to

the grant success of  the Seminar.

It led to the expression of interest

by many Assistant Professors, re-

search scholars and social activists

in the future activities of SJM in

Kerala. The Seminar ended with

National Anthem. qq
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Addressing the top police of

ficers of the country in one

of their conferences in September

2011, the Home Minister of India

made a very alarming statement.

“I regret to point out that there is

no significant decline in violence in

Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand,

Maharashtra and Orissa. Even in

West Bengal, there are reports that

the state unit has been instructed

by the CPI (Maoist) to develop

guerrilla bases in Jan-

gal Mahal and to inten-

sify the conflict. The

CPI (Maoist) has add-

ed at least four com-

panies to the People’s

Liberation Guerrilla

Army and its goal re-

mains seizure of pow-

er through an armed

liberation struggle.”

He seemed

more apprehensive

saying that the number

of incidents and casu-

alties may have gone

down and it may in-

dicate a gradual decrease in vio-

lence, but this decrease is fully at-

tributed to the political situation

that was prevalent in Bengal in

2011. The Home Minister’s point

is that the nation is still way back

from containing the Maoist men-

Red Terror continues to be a daunting challenge

Maoists have advanced their military strategy from guerrilla war using dalams or

squads of 5-9 size to mobile war - employing platoons and companies. There are clues

that they have acquired weapons like UMGs and MMGs, generally used in positional

war, warns Anoop A J

MAOISIMMAOISIMMAOISIMMAOISIMMAOISIM

ace from any part of  the country.

West Bengal was busy in the

assembly elections during the past

one year and hence the Maoists. On

her ‘no-hold- barred’ mission to

capture power in West Bengal,

Mamata Bannerjee had made a

political arrangement with the

Maoists and its front organisations.

The Maoists who were on a killing

spree in order to convert Jangal

Mahal into a base area and oust its

biggest natural enemy - the Left

Front of  West Bengal, temporari-

ly decreased violence in the region.

This not only caused the arrests of

many Maoist leaders but also dev-

olution of the prominent front

organisation PCAPA. The whole

situation brought down the

amount of violence and the num-

ber of  casualties.

But the situation in Bengal

ahead is bleak. Soon after getting

into power, the Chief Minister

called back all security operations

in the state to fulfil her promises

given to Jangal Mahal ultras. She

tried to forge a deal with them by

which she could buy time for mak-

ing any strategic move or initiate

some serious develop-

mental activities. But as

this writer has said in

one of his article in June

2011 that the Maoists,

by supporting Mamata,

was just befriending a

lesser enemy for a short

period in order to pull

down a bigger enemy

from power. Once the

agenda - of  helping Tri-

namul Congress until the

Left Front goes – was

fulfilled, the Maoists

made a reversal to their

original agenda. The

Maoists will not pay heed to Mama-

ta’s call for a truce and will continue

targeting civilians in big numbers

and therefore the number of casu-

alties may increase once again.

The more worrisome part of

the Home Minister’s statement is
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the ‘still no better’ situation in oth-

er highly affected states, namely

Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Orissa,

Bihar and Maharashtra.  The table

below shows that the number of

casualties remains to be high de-

spite of increased security measures

and efforts.

The situation in some states is

worse than that of the previous

years. For eg., Jharkhand and Ma-

harashtra continue to witness a very

large number of casualties of se-

curity forces as well as civilians;

even more than the number in the

previous years. This large number

of casualties in 2011 indicates that

the trend of increasing violence

continues and as the Home Minis-

ter analysed, the security measures

remain far from effective.

The lethality of the ‘barrel of

the gun’ has accrued manifold in

the past 15 years and hence the

number of lives fallen in front of

it. The number of violent incidents

due to Left Wing Extremism

(LWE) has almost doubled and the

total death toll increased three fold,

during the past 10 years. There are

various factors responsible for this

and most of them continue to fa-

cilitate the increasing trend of vio-

lence. The principal two factors are

the increased militarisation of Mao-

ist movement and the ineffective-

ness of the anti-Naxal security

mechanism.

Among all reasons for such a

rapid increase in violence, the in-

creased militarisation of the ex-

tremist has become the major

strength of the Left Extremist

movement. The reports of the

Ministry of Home Affairs in the

past 10 years have repeatedly em-

phasised on the increasing militari-

sation of Left wing extremism and

thereby increasing number of se-

curity forces and civilians being

killed. MHA report 2004-05 ob-

serves that “Naxal violence is char-

acterised by steadfast militarisation

including upgradation in military

capabilities and change in tactics.”

It is during this decade the

Maoists successfully matured from

simple rifles to AKs, rocket launch-

ers and Claymore mines. MHA

report 2004-05 points out, “Nax-

al outfits have laid special empha-

sis on militarization of their fight-

ing formations by acquiring new

technology, particularly relating to

fabrication and firing mechanism

for improvised explosive devices

(IEDs) and weapons”. Indige-

nously developed rocket launchers

were recovered from the Maoists

for the first time in 2005. In one

of the largest-ever weapon haul in

India, the police recovered 875

rockets and 27 rocket launchers

belonging to the CPI (Maoist)

from Mahabubnagar & Prakasam

districts in Andhra Pradesh. Later,

a CPI (Maoist) leader named Tech

Madhu, who was the chief coor-

dinator for the research and devel-

opment of many of these weap-

ons, including rocket launchers,

surrendered before the police –

revealing a larger picture of the

rapid militarization of  the party.

The home minister P Chidam-

Comparative No. of Casualities

States No of casualties (2010) No of casualties
(2011 - Till 16 Oct)

Andhra Pradesh 33 10

Bihar 98 61

Chhattisgarh 327 176

Jharkhand 147 157

Karnataka 1 1

Madhya Pradesh 1 0

Maharashtra 40 69

Odisha 108 75

Uttar Pradesh 0 0

West Bengal 425 53

Total 1180 602
Source: South Asian Terrorism Portal
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baram has repeated that they pur-

chase weapons from Bangladesh,

Myanmar and Nepal. The amounts

of weapon they are seizing from

the security forces and purchasing

are adding up to their arsenal.

Increased usage of IEDs is

another noteworthy reason for the

sustained growth of Naxal fatali-

ties. Reports say that IEDs account

for about 40 per cent of the troop

fatalities in Chhattisgarh since 2007

and nearly 70 per cent of all inju-

ries sustained by security forces

from January 2008 to March 2010.

They have advanced their mil-

itary strategy from guerrilla war

using dalams or squads of 5-9 size

to mobile war - employing pla-

toons and companies. Excercise of

positional warfare is also suspect-

ed and there are clues that they have

acquired weapons like UMGs and

MMGs, generally used in position-

al war. In this context, one can esti-

mate the level of militarization from

the incident of April 2010, in which

Maoists killed 76 CRPF personnel,

employing a mobile war operation

coupled with a landmine ambush.

It is obvious to relate the in-

crease in violence to the augmen-

tation of cadre strength. While in

2004, according to MHA, the to-

tal cadre strength of Left Wing

Extremists was roughly around

9300.The current cadre strength

has augmented to approximately

16000-18000.

The thrust level and extent of

success of security operations is

another factor which determines

the death tolls and level of violence.

The very high death toll clearly in-

dicates a deficiency in the security

mechanism against Left Wing Ex-

tremism. The Indian security estab-

lishment has been putting its best

efforts to contain the Naxal men-

ace since its beginning. The princi-

pal groups responsible for most of

the Naxal violence during the 1990s

included CPI (ML) People’s war,

Maoist Communist Centre (MCC),

CPI (ML) Party Unity and CPI

(ML) Janashakti. During this peri-

od, most of the violence existed

in the states of Andhra Pradesh,

Bihar and Madhya Pradesh. The

state governments and their secu-

rity establishment in coordination

with the Ministry of Home Affairs,

through all these years, have been

innovating and implementing vari-

ous strategies to curb violence. They

might, to an extent, have been able

to create a roadblock to the Left

Extremist movement, but has not

been able to contain it effectively.

The initiatives of the Andhra

Pradesh government bore fruits

only after 2005, when the violence

and death toll was successfully

pulled down – from more than 200

killings in 2005 to less than 20 in

2009. Meanwhile, the states of

Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, West Ben-

gal, Maharashtra, Bihar and Orissa

witnessed a growth in violence

through this decade owing to the

shortcomings in the anti-Naxal stra-

tegic planning. It is interesting to note

that in the MHA reports for suc-

cessively 5 years since 1995, it is re-

peatedly written that –”Special

Forces are being raised in the af-

fected states and will be given train-

ing in jungle warfare, commando

operations, handling of explosives,

use of sniffer dogs etc.” Except for

the Greyhounds of Andhra

Pradesh, this did not happen effec-

tively and it took many years to get

these measures implemented, there-

by keeping the violence on a high.

With the success of Grey-

hounds in Andhra Pradesh in 2005

– 2006, the security experts realised

the urgency of improving security

measures and strategies in other

states. The breeding of  anti-guer-

rilla Special Forces like Special Ac-

tion Groups, COBRA etc, setting

up of Jungle warfare schools, in-

creasing the number of forces etc

included the advancements in the

operations planning. But still, the

numbers of those battalions are

very small and most of them have

not finished training, so that to be

deployed. Lack of skills in jungle

and guerrilla warfare is causing

large casualties of security forces,

especially the Central Para Military

Forces. This is clearly evident from

many incidents in the past includ-

ing the killing of 76 CRPF men in

Dantewada or ambush of 9

jawans in Gariabandh. More than

100 security forces were killed till

this month by Maoists. This trend

has been continued since the past

15 years and may continue until

sufficient battalions of anti-Naxal

forces are trained and deployed.

The statement of the Home

Minister should be considered as a

timely reminder that Indian state is

still lacking the strategy, will, and

preparedness for fighting the Red

menace. As this writer has men-

tioned in one of his articles, the war

between the state and the Maoists

is almost near a stalemate.The op-

portunity for overcoming the Mao-

ist guerrilla forces is more ripe than

ever before, provided the state is

prepared for that. qq

Indian state is still

lacking the strategy,

will, and preparedness

for fighting the Red

menace.

l l l

l l l
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Swadeshi model will put an

end to the corrupt system

Concept of Swadeshi is not

a mere idea or just another philos-

ophy. It is a “Mantra” With a po-

tential of  Transforming India. By

inculcating the powerful thought

process of Swadeshi, we can suc-

cessfully face all the challenges con-

fronting our country. Corrupt sys-

tem will collapse; black money

stashed away can be brought back

logically when Swadeshi model

takes roots firmly. It is important

to understand that by simply adopt-

ing symbolic Swadeshi like using

Swadeshi Jutaan
28-29 December 2011 (Kashi)

Absurd arguments are being put forward to justify the organized effort to plunder Indian

nation being planned through Walmart and FDI. The fact remains that by 2020 US economy

will collapse — Rajnath Singh (Senior Journalist)

indigenous clothes or other acces-

sories can not suffice. Covering

body with Swadeshi products and

accessories is essential but along

with that soul also needs to be dec-

orated with Swadeshi spirit.

These were the expressions of

senior Journalist Rajnath Singh. He

was speaking in the inauguration

session of two day Swadeshi

Jutaan organized by Swadeshi Ja-

garan Manch in Dharam Sabha

Shiksha Mandal Durgakund on

28-29 the December 2011.

He further added that the

foundation of  one’s dedication to

the country is Swadshi and undi-

luted faith in this concept. This

concept develops the sense of in-

dependence. Sh. Rajnath Singh ex-

pressed his pain and anguish on

contemporary milieu and opined

that we are becoming an econom-

ically dependent country that leads

to corruption, Black money and

inflation. He squarely blamed the

policies of  the present UPA gov-

ernment for this menace.

He further added that

through Walmart and FDI the very

foundation of this country is pro-

posed to be shaken. All stupid and

SJM ASJM ASJM ASJM ASJM ACTIVITYCTIVITYCTIVITYCTIVITYCTIVITY
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absurd arguments are being put

forward in support of FDI. The

fact of the matter is that US econ-

omy will collapse by 2020. The fall

of china is imminent. How can any

model of development that failed

in these countries become success-

ful here, he asked?

Sh. Kashmiri Lal ji the Rash-

triya Sangathak of Swadeshi Ja-

garan Manch gave a detail account

of the concept of Swadeshi

Jutaan. Swadeshi Jutaan is an

initiative of Swadeshi Jagran

Manch to bring together all the

active patriotic citizens, organiza-

tions and individuals who believe

that ‘systemic change’ is the need

of the hour, said sh Kashmiri Lal

ji. It has proved to be timely and

full of possibilities for the future,

he added. It was successful in

convincing participants about its

efficacy as a forum to share their

resolves, sensibilities, ideas and

suggestions, continued sh Kash-

miri lal ji. He added further that

Swadeshi Jutaan has succeeded

in conveying the message of the

need and way to rebuild the pub-

lic opinion for an alternative sys-

tem. It could well be the com-

mencement of a new political sys-

tem and accountable and transpar-

ent public life, he said.

Speaking on the occasion

thinker, activist Sh. K.N. Govinda-

charya said that if voice of com-

mon man is not raised in parlia-

ment that noise is bound to be

made in streets. Referring to large

scale mass movements taking place

in different parts of  the country,

Govindacharya said that these agi-

tations are actually the thin line be-

tween democracy and disorder.

Sh. Muralidhar Rao was of

the opinion that Swadeshi was not

confined to any party or group

but was in fact an issue above nar-

row confines of  party politics. It

belongs to the nation. He further

said that Swadeshi movement was

essential for the national recon-

struction. He said when nation will

stand by Sh. Anna Hazarey &

Baba Ramdev only than can we

think of systemic change. Murali ji

delved in depth about the claims

made by pro globalization lobby

before opening of the economy

and compared these with actual sit-

uation after 20 years of so called

economic reforms. He was of  the

opinion that because of the failure

of  reforms having any effect on

the condition of poor people, they

are loosing hope in democracy

and are looking for alternative

channels of grievance redressal.

He cited Jharkhand and Chhattis-

garh as examples and said that the

country is already late and any fur-

ther delay in waking up may prove

to be very costly.

Sh Manoj Tewari, the famous

Bhojpuri film actor expressed the

opinion that the Anne Hazare

Movement was successful in once

again giving respectability to the

honest people. He also stressed

the need to rise above narrow

party & organizational loyalties

for the betterment of  the coun-

try as a whole. This will further

strengthen Swadeshi sentiment, he

observed.

Other prominent people who

spoke in the Swadeshi Juttaan at

Kashi include the prominent think-

er intellectual sh Kameshwar Up-

adyay, sh Surya Kant Jaalan of

Surabhi Shodh Sanathan and sh.

Sudesh Verma of  Youth for De-

mocracy.

Sh. Anil  Hegde and  Brij Bus-

han ji also addressed the senior

Yogesh Shukla conducted the

stage. On the Conducing day for

Chandermohan moved a resolu-

tion appealing people to adopt

Swadeshi. It was passed unani-

mously. Ashish Gautam of  Divya

Sehyog Mission, Shivnarayan Ji,

Abhay ji, Virendre Ji, Kedarnath

Singh, Sudhir Mishra, Ramgopal

Mehra, Meena Chaubey, Ashok

Chaurasia, Dr. Uttam Ojha,

Avadesh Sarthi, Counselor Jaga-

dish tripathi and Ajay Singh Mun-

na Played a significant role in pan-

ning and conduction of the

Swadeshi Jutaan. qq
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Price Waterhouse sues Raju

Audit firm Price Waterhouse has filed a suit

against former chairman of  Satyam B Ramalinga Raju

and others claiming damages of Rs 100 crore for

“deliberately” concealing key information that led to

the Rs 14,000-crore accounting fraud. A day after Tech

Mahindra-acquired Satyam filed a suit against its

former Board of  Directors, certain employees and

Price Waterhouse seeking damages for perpetrating a

fraud three years ago, PW officials revealed that they
have already filed a similar suit in a Andhra Pradesh
court against the software firm on January 7, 2012.

The civil suit is against Satyam and its former
senior management — Ramalinga Raju, Rama Raju, G
Rama Krishna, Vadlamani Srinivas, Srisailam Chetku-

ru, D Venkatapathi Raju, the person added.  In a BSE
filing, Mahindra Satyam had said the company filed a
suit in city civil court, Hyderabad, seeking damages from
PW and former Satyam Board for “inter-alia perpe-
trating fraud, breach of  fiduciary responsibility, obliga-
tions and negligence in performance of  duties”.

Last year, Mahindra Satyam had agreed to pay
USD 125 million (over Rs 587 crore) in an out-of-
court settlement to end a bunch of class action suits

filed in the US.It has also agreed to pay USD 70 mil-

lion in a legal settlement with British firm Upaid Sys-

tems. Indian tax authorities have also made an I-T

A new research by Hyderabad-based Naandi

Foundation on the status child malnutrition in

India reveals shocking results for all three stan-
dard indices used to measure children’s nutri-

tional status - stunting (height for age); wasting

(weight for height) and underweight (weight for
age). The researchers, after surveying 1,09,093

children aged 0 to 5 in 100 most backward dis-

tricts of six states - Bihar, Jharkhand, Madhya
Pradesh, Orissa, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh -

found 59 per cent children were stunted; 42 per

cent underweight and 11.4 per cent wasted.
Led by Rohini Mukherjee, the study is

the first since the 2006 National Family Health

Survey generated national nutritional data. Al-
though it says prevalence of underweight chil-

dren decreased from 53 per cent (2004 District

Level Health Survey) to 42 per cent now, it adds
that this is very low rate of decline - 2.9 per cent

a year. “Underweight incidence declined 20.3 per

cent in seven years,” the study finds.
A major revelation of the study titled HUN-

59% kids stunted, 42% underweight

Gama (Fighting Hunger and Malnutrition) is that

child malnutrition sets in early where the 37-year-

old ICDS fails to work. It shows that the preva-
lence of stunting peaks among children aged

24 to 35 months. Comparing 100 most backward

districts, alongside six best in the states under
study and six best nationwide, the research finds

that across all three clusters, children’s under-

weight incidence was the highest at early ages
and wasting was the highest for children aged

12 to 23 months. child stunting among unedu-

cated mothers is 62.9 pc as against 42.6 for
mothers who have passed Class X. Naandi sur-

vey further reveals several chinks in ICDS. It

says half of the 74,020 mothers covered never
gave their first milk to the child after birth; 58

per cent did not exclusively feed him. “While 96

per cent anganwari workers knew what malnu-
trition is, 92 per cent mothers said they had

never heard of the term. Anganwari workers are

not counseling mothers. ICDS messaging is not

reaching the targets,” Rohini Mukherjee said.  q

claim of about Rs 2,500 crore.

Besides, US Securities Exchange Commission has

in April, 2011 imposed a penalty of USD 17.5 mil-

lion jointly on Satyam Computers, PriceWaterhouse

India and affiliates auditors for the accounts bungling

that went undetected for several years.

TDSAT on 3G roaming

Telecom tribunal TDSAT dismissed the govern-

ment’s plea challenging its jurisdiction to decide on

3G roaming dispute, but directed operators to sub-

mit copies of their agreements to the Department of

Telecom (DoT).

Dismissing the application, a two-member bench

headed by justice S B Sinha held that the tribunal has

power to decide over DoT’s direction on intra-circle

3G roaming agreements among operators.

“We are of  the opinion that this tribunal (TD-

SAT) has jurisdiction to decide on this matter (3G

roaming dispute). Thus, the applications are dis-

missed,” the bench said. The tribunal directed five

operators - Airtel, Vodafone, Idea, Aircel and Tata

Tele - to hand over copies of  their 3G roaming agree-

ments to the DoT.

It also said that DoT, as per its earlier statement,

would maintain confidentiality of  the agreements.

DoT had questioned the jurisdiction of TDSAT say-
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ing that the tribunal has no power to look into the

licence terms and conditions entered among the op-

erators and the DoT. The department had requested

TDSAT to provide copies of agreements on 3G

roaming among private operators, a move that was

opposed by them fearing leakage of commercial in-

formation to rivals. The Telecom Disputes Settlement

and Appellate Tribunal (TDSAT) had also given a life-

line to private telecom operators by extending its in-

terim order that restrained DoT from taking any co-
ercive action against them.

400% rise in fake notes circulation

Latest government report states that there has been

a 400% increase in counterfeit transactions in Indian’s

financial channels. The report, compiled by the Finan-

cial Intelligence Unit (FIU) under the finance ministry

states that during 2010-11 financial year (till March 2011),

the agency detected “4,23,539 incidents of fake Indian

currency notes with a value of over Rs 35 crore.”

Such reports, called Counterfeit Currency Trans-

actions in financial terms and sent by public and pri-

vate sector banks to the FIU under provisions of the

Prevention of Money laundering Act (PMLA), were

1,27,781 incidents during the 2009-2010 fiscal.

The menace of fake currency being stealthily in-

troduced in country’s banking and other financial sec-

tors are reported regularly and the extent of the evil

again came to the fore recently when a Delhi Police

special cell team seized fake currency with a face val-

ue of  Rs 2.24 crore and arrested two persons. The

FIU report also revealed that the Rs 500 denomina-

tion notes bear the maxi- mum brunt of counterfeit-

ing in the country.

The report states that there has been a 300% es-

calation in detecting suspicious transaction reports.

Govt owes Rs 110 cr to Air India

The government owes over Rs 110 crore to cash-

strapped Air India for its special flights which ferry

VVIPs including the President and the Prime Minister

on their visits abroad which it is trying hard to realize.

The national carrier, which is facing a financial crunch,

has pending bills of 12 special flights for the Presi-

dent, the vice-president and the Prime Minister which

amount to over Rs 110 crore, an RTI reply from the

carrier said.

It said during July last year, the total outstanding

bills were Rs 291 crore.  “Out of the above amount,

recently the government has paid Rs 181.30 crore leav-

ing a balance outstanding amount of  Rs 110.60 crore,”

the reply said.

The records show that two bills of are pending

with the defence ministry for the abroad travel of the

President to Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Damascus and Alep-

po during November 20-30, 2010, which is Rs 14.5

crore and another to Paro via Bagdogra which is Rs

4.45 crore. The bill to Paro, Bhutan is nearly three

years old, the reply dated December 28, 2011 said.

Five bills worth Rs 55.81 crore are pending with

the Cabinet Secretariat for the travel of the PM to

Huahin, Thailand during October 23-25, 2009, to Paro,

Bhutan during April 27-30, to Tokyo, Kuala Lumpur,

Hanoi during October 23-30, 2010, to Seoul during

November 9-12, 2010 and to Brussels and Berlin

during December 8-12, 2010. One outstanding bill

for the travel of the vice-president to Male, Maldives

is pending since November, 2008. The total bill for

this trip was Rs 2.77 crore of which part payment was

done leaving an outstanding of Rs 39 lakh.(PTI)  qq

West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee has

said that her Government was determined to give

recognition to 10,000 madarsas in the State apart
from opening educational institutions and creat-

ing job avenues for the minorities. Speaking at a

function organised for the minorities, the Chief
Minister lambasted the former Left Front Govern-

ment for running a scam-tainted regime for three

decades and doing nothing for the Muslims.
They failed to use the Aila relief fund and the

entire money went back to the Chief Minister, she

alleged adding that the past Government had done
nothing for the minorities and it was left upon the

10,000 madarsas to get recognition

Trinamool Government to take steps for develop-

ment. “We do not have funds but still we are an-

nouncing schemes so that we can implement them
in the future,” she said. On the farmers’ issue,

Banerjee said she was trying to arrange for ex-

port of potato from Bengal. “The CPI(M) is trying
to instigate farmers on support price but the heap

of difficulties we are reaping today was planted

by the Left Government when they were in power.”
Meanwhile, yet another farmer committed

suicide after failing to sell his crops at Haripal

near Singur in Hooghly district taking the suicide

toll in the past few months to 22, the police said.q
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Kodak files for bankruptcy

Eastman Kodak, the photography icon that in-

vented the hand-held camera and helped bring the

world the first pictures from the moon, has filed for

bankruptcy protection, capping a prolonged plunge

for one of  America’s best-known companies. The

Chapter 11 filing may give Kodak, which traces its

roots to 1880, the ability to find buyers for some of

its 1,100 digital patents, a major portion of its value .

It may also help Kodak continue to shrink a business

that still employs 17,000 people, down from 63,900

just nine years ago.

Kodak also obtained a $950-million, 18-month

credit line from Citigroup so it can keep operating

during the bankruptcy process, which it expects to

complete in 2013. “This is a necessary step and the

right thing to do for the future of  Kodak,” chairman

and CEO Antonio Perez said in a statement.

According to papers filed with the US bank-

ruptcy court in Manhattan, Kodak had about $5.1

billion of assets and $6.75 billion of liabilities at the

end of  September. In court documents, chief  finan-

cial officer Antoinette McCorvey said, without elab-

orating, that Kodak plans to sell “significant assets”

during the bankruptcy. Non-US units are not includ-

ed in the Chapter 11 case. Kodak’s market value has

sunk to less than $150 million from $31 billion 15

years ago.

Murdoch’s firm to pay damages

Rupert Murdoch’s British newspaper company

agreed to pay damages to 36 high-profile victims of

tabloid phone-hacking, including actor Jude Law, soc-

cer player Ashley Cole and former British Deputy

Prime Minister John Prescott.

In settlements whose financial terms were made

public, amounts generally ran into the tens of thou-

sands of pounds (dollars) — although Law received

130,000 pounds (about $200,000) to settle claims

against the now-shuttered News of  the World tab-

loid, and its sister paper, The Sun.

News Group newspapers admitted that 16 arti-

cles about Law published in the News of  the World

between 2003 and 2006 had been obtained by phone

hacking, and that the actor had also been placed un-

der “repeated and sustained physical surveillance.” The

company also admitted that articles in The Sun tab-

loid misused Law’s private information — although

it gave no further details. Law’s lawyer said the acts

had caused “considerable distress...distrust and suspi-

cion.” Law was one of 60 who have sued News

Group Newspapers after claiming their mobile phone

voicemails were hacked. Other cases settled at Lon-

don’s High Court include those of  former govern-

ment ministers Chris Bryant and Tessa Jowell, former

Deputy Prime Minister John Prescott, ex-model Abi

Titmuss and Sara Payne, the mother of a murdered

girl. Law’s ex-wife and actress Sadie Frost got 50,000

pounds in damages plus legal costs for phone hack-

ing and deceit by News of  the World.

Novartis to cut almost 2,000 US jobs

Drug maker Novartis will cut 1,960 jobs in

the United States this year in anticipation of lower

Companies that choose to bring jobs home and

invest in America will be rewarded. After a lull in

2011 during which United States President Barack
Obama focused on fire-fighting for domestic eco-

nomic issues, his administration would appear to

have once again trained its gun on the thorny
question of outsourcing, particularly a thrust to-

wards preventing jobs migrating to off-shore lo-

cations such as India and China.
At a rare ‘Insourcing American Jobs’ forum

at the White House, Mr. Obama resurrected the

anti-outsourcing debate when he noted that in the
next few weeks ahead he would be putting for-

ward “new tax proposals that reward companies

that choose to bring jobs home and invest in
America.... We’re going to eliminate tax breaks

Obama to give tax breaks to ‘insourcers’

for companies that are moving jobs overseas.”

Although the second year of his tenure saw

him make similar remarks that his critics described
as protectionist, his visit to countries such as In-

dia and South Korea during the following year shift-

ed attention to trade deals inked with these na-
tions. Yet, this week the U.S. President appeared

to be gearing up to put all his administration’s heft

behind the top policy priority of this election year
— job creation. Building a strong economic case

for the new emphasis on insourcing, Mr. Obama

noted that labour costs were going up in places
like China but contrarily the U.S. had become

much more productive. “We continue to be the

largest market in the world,” Mr. Obama said,

adding, “That’s the economic case.”  q
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sales for two of its hypertension drugs, the Swiss

company said. Basel-based pharmaceutical giant No-

vartis AG said the cuts will affect 1,630 sales positions

in the field and 330 posts at its US headquarters in

New Jersey.

The restructuring was necessary because of the

expiry of its patent for the best-selling hypertension

drug Diovan and the failure of a clinical study into

another hypertension drug, Tekturna, Novartis said.

Novartis said the job cuts would save $450 mil-

lion a year from 2013 after an initial charge of $160

million, to be booked in the first quarter of 2012.

Diovan contributed $1.43 billion to Novartis’ net

pharmaceutical sales of  $8.16 billion in the third quar-

ter. Its patent expiry is likely to markedly increase com-

petition from generic products.

Meanwhile, Novartis said a reassessment of the

future sales potential of  Tekturna, which is known as

Rasilez outside of  the US, will result in an exceptional

charge of  $900 million in the fourth quarter. The com-

pany said last month at it had terminated a trial into

the expanded use of  Tekturna after it was found to

cause increase complications in patients already taking

other common hypertension drugs.

Two other experimental drugs will also be

dropped, leading to one-off charges of $160 million

in the fourth quarter, Novartis said.

US president woos Indian tourists

The US president has identified India, China, and

Brazil among countries that could bump up tourist

traffic to America so that US can remain the world’s

top global travel destination.

The travel and tourism industry generated 7.5

million jobs and 2.7% of  US GDP in 2010, but Wash-

ington is concerned about declining trends in a world

where countries large and small, far and near, are duck-

ing it out for tourism revenue. Post 9/11, US share

of international traveler spending has fallen from 17%

to 11% due to security concerns and increased com-

petition. Obama wants to arrest that slide.

Visitors from India, China and Brazil contribut-

ed approximately $15 billion to the US economy in

2010, with India providing a more modest flow, mainly

due to the distance and legacy issues. Brazil and China

are closer and are fewer water bodies away from the

US, while India, further away, also has a colonial be-

quest that drives a lot of tourism traffic to UK and

nearby Asian countries.

Still, the US anticipates a 50% increase in the num-

ber of travelers from India by 2016. Even that mod-

est figure constitutes a 140% increase from 2003, when

the US received only 272,000 Indian visitors, accord-

ing to the International Trade Administration ( ITA)

section of the US department of commerce.

Smoke bomb hurled at White House

An apparent smoke bomb was thrown over the

fence of the White House as hundreds of Occupy

protesters massed outside the gates. The crowds were

dispersed and U.S. Secret Service spokesman George

Ogilvie says there were no arrests in the incident.

However, people inside the White House were

being prevented from exiting on the Pennsylvania

Avenue side of  the building as the situation was being

resolved.

Mr. Ogilvie says there were 1,000 to 1,500 pro-

testers at one point. He said something appearing to

be a smoke bomb was thrown over the fence and

that the device was being removed. qq

A Chinese locomotive company has rolled out

the country’s first home-made magnetically levi-

tated (maglev) train that creates less pollution than
the conventional ones and ideal for transport in

the urban and ecologically fragile tourist areas.

The low-cost three-carriage train is designed
to run at a maximum speed of 100 km per hour

and carry 600 passengers, Xinhua news agency

reported. Trains run on coal or diesel creates more
pollution.

Maglev also runs quietly, said Xu Zongxiang,

general manager of the Zhuzhou Electric Loco-
motive Co. Ltd., maker of the train in central Hunan

China makes its own magnetic train

province.

A conventional train moves forward by us-

ing friction between its wheels and the track. The
maglev replaces wheels by electromagnets and

levitates on the guide way.

“It’s ideal for mass transportation, as it is
quiet and environment-friendly. Its manufactur-

ing cost is about 75 percent of a conventional

light-rail train,” said Xu. Maglev has a minimum
turning radius of 50 meters and can run easily in

the residential areas or on the hilly slopes. “It’s

an ideal public transport option for Chinese cit-

ies and major tourist destinations,” said Xu.  q
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Indonesia will not appeal WTO ruling

Indonesia will not lodge an appeal against a WTO

ruling on the import ban of flavored tobacco by the

US, citing satisfaction despite losing its argument on

the efficacy of the ban in reducing the number of

young smokers. Director general for international trade

Gusmardi Bustami told reporters that Indonesia had

won the backing of the WTO on its stance regarding

the discriminatory nature of the US import ban.

The US Food and Drug Administration banned

cigarettes with fruit, confectionery or clove flavors in

September 2009, arguing such cigarettes were partic-

ularly attractive to children.

The ban affected Indonesia’s clove cigarette in-

dustry, as it immediately blocked nearly US$200 mil-

lion in exports to the US market. The Indonesian

government deems the ban discriminatory as the US

still allows the sales of menthol flavored cigarettes

that are produced widely in the US and smoked by

about 19 million Americans.

Indonesia launched a formal dispute at the WTO

against the ban on April 7, 2010, armed with two

arguments – first that the ban was discriminatory, and

second that it was unnecessary in efforts to prevent

the young from smoking.

The WTO’s Dispute Settlement Body issued a

ruling on Sept. 2, 2011 that acknowledged Indone-

sia’s grievances on the discriminatory nature of  the

import ban, saying that the US violated international

trade rules by favoring domestically produced men-

thol-flavored cigarettes. The settlement body, how-

ever, said the notion that the ban could prevent youths

from smoking was relevant and logical.

No U.S. tariffs for poor nations

The U.S. government said it is investigating the
probable economic effects of eliminating all tariffs
and quotas on goods from the world’s least-devel-
oped countries (LDCs).

The U.S. International Trade Commission said it
would report its findings to the U.S. Trade Represen-
tative’s office in February, two months after a key
World Trade Organization meeting at which Wash-
ington will be under pressure to agree to a “duty-
free, quota-free” package for LDCs. As part of  the
long-running Doha round of world trade talks, WTO
members agreed in December 2005 on the broad
outlines of a duty-free, quota-free package.

Nearly six years later, a final agreement in the

Doha round still appears out of reach, so members

are discussing a possible interim deal this December

aimed primarily at helping the poorest members.

U.S. negotiators in 2005 insisted on a provision

that would allow Washington to maintain tariffs and

quotas on 3 percent of products from LDCs to pro-

tect import-sensitive U.S. industries such as textiles and

sugar. The United States, like other developed coun-

tries, has long let many goods from developing coun-

tries enter without duties. The International Trade

Commission said it would examine the effects of elim-

inating the duties on U.S. industries, consumers and

free trade partners as well as poor countries that al-

ready have preferential access to the United States.

Adoption deadline extended

At the joint requests of Canada, Mexico and the

US, WTO members meeting as the Dispute Settle-

ment Body agreed on 5 January 2012 to extend to 23

March 2012 the deadline for the adoption or appeal

of the panel reports in the case about country of or-

igin labelling (COOL) requirements.

The panel that examined two complaints

brought respectively by Canada and Mexico, regard-

ing US country of origin labelling (COOL) require-

ments – DS384 and DS386 – circulated its reports

(WT/DS384/R and WT/DS386/R) on 18 Novem-

ber 2011.

Under Article 16.4 of the Dispute Settlement

Understanding (DSU), the 60-day period within which

the DSB is obliged to adopt a panel report that is not

appealed would have expired on 18 January 2012.

The US, Canada and Mexico jointly requested

that the DSB adopt draft decisions (WT/DS384/11

and WT/DS386/10) to extend the 60-day time peri-

od to 23 March 2012. The three parties said that these

requests were made to take into account the current

workload of  the Appellate Body.

The DSB agreed to extend the deadline accord-

ingly to 23 March 2012. Canada said that while there

had been several such decisions in recent months, they

were and must remain exceptional in nature.

The US viewed decisions of this nature to be

exceptional and taken in response to the unusual cir-

cumstances in which members and the Appellate Body

found themselves. Mexico would have preferred to

have the ordinary timetable of disputes but was ready

to cooperate, taking into account this special situation

regarding the Appellate Body workload.            qq


